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PROGRAMA 

Quinta-feira 7 de Novembro 

10.30 h Sessi'io de ahcrtunl 

EugCnio Rnmos, S&ret6rio de Estndo da Dcfesa 
Michd Vnu7.dlc, Prcsidentc da Comissiio de Polftica E.xtema da Assembleia Nnrional Frnnccsa 
Jorge Snmpnio, Prcsidente dn Omnrn Municipnl de Lishon 
Embaixndor Jost Cnlvet de Mngnlhiics, Prcsidcntc do lEE! 

I4.JO h lFc\IA I A UNIAO POLITICA E 0 EQUILfBRIO EUROPEU 
QUEST6ES DE POL(TICA EXTERNA E DE SEGURAN~A 

Prmil~nt~: Alvnro de Vnsroncelos (fEEl, Portugal) · Orador: Ginnni Bonvicini (lA I, ltUlin) 

Ctlm~ntJrio: ]oris J. C. Voorhoc\'C (Ciingcndnd, Holanda) 

16.JO h TI"\IA 11 PROCESSOS DE INTEGRA~O REGIONAL NO DEBATE SOBRE A NOVA 
ORDEM lNTERNACIONAL 

Presitl~nl~: josC Monucl Dunio Bnrroso (Ponugnl) · Orador: HCiio Jngunribc (IEPS, Brasil) 
Com~ntdrio: Annnndn Antuncs de Cnstro (ISEG, Portugal) 

0 PAPEL DA COOPERA~~ REGIONAL E DA COOPERA~O INTERNACIONAL 
NA RESOLUCA,O DOS CONFLlTOS 
Orador: Ali Karnosmanoglu (DPE, Turqui11) 
Commt4rio: Prcdrag Simic.' (IIPE,Jugosl!vin) 

20.30 h Jnmar oferccido pela C3marn Municipnl de Lisboa em Momes Clnros 

Scxta-feira 8 de Novembro 

9.30 h "Jl;MA Ill A AMERICA DO NORTE EA URSS NA NOVA ARQUITECTURA EUROPEIA 

Prerid~11/t': Adrinno Moreirn {JSCSP, Portugal) 
Oradorrs: Simon Serfnty (SA IS, Estndos Unidos), Oleg N. Bykov (IMEMO, Uniiio Sovieticn) 
Commttirio: Helmut Hubcl (FDGAP, Alemnnhn), Ynnnis Vnlin:~kis (EJ.IAMEP, Gr&in) 

14.}0 h TEMA IV PERSPECTIVAS PARA UMA EUROPA ALARGADA. 

QUEST6ES POLiTICAS E INSTITUCIONAIS 

Jlrt'sidente: Jose.' Cnlvct de Mngalhiies · Oradom: Jaime Gama (TEEI, Portugal), Dominiquc Molsi (IFRI, Fran~) 
Comenldrio: Oln\' F. Knudsen (NUPI, Noruct:al 

17.00 h ll~MA V 0 CONCEITO DE NEUTRALIDADE NUMA NOVA EUROPA 

Prt'sidt'nle: Jo~e Medciros Ferreira (Portugal) 

S:ibado 

Oradort'S; Hanspcter Neuhold (AliA, Austria), Ho Huldt (SI FA, SuCcia) 
Com~ntOrio: )linos Matus (I-IliA, Hungria), Guilherme d'Oiivcira Martins {Portugt~i) 

9 de Novembro 

9.}0 h TI:.MA VI A POLiTICA EUROPE lA DOS PAiSES DA EUROPA CENTRAL E DE LI~TE 

Prt'sidmte: Vitor Constiincio (Portugal) 
Orador~s: Jirf Valcmn (liR, Chcrosloviiquin), M:~ciei Pero:yliski (PISM, Pol6nin) 
Com~nt4rio: Alexandru Fnrat~ (ADIRI, RomCnit~), LUszl6 U.ng (CERC. Hungrin) 

11 JO h Encerrnmento 
Joi'io de Dcus Pinheiro, Ministro dos Ncg6cios Estnmgciros 
Al\·aro de Vllsroncclos, Director do IEEI 



PROGRAMME 

Thursday 

10.30 h 0pt"ning session 

EugCnio Ramos, Secretary of State for Defcncc 
Michd Vauzdle, Chairman, Parliamentary Defence Comminee, France 
Jorgc Sampaio, Mayor of Lisbon 
josC Calvct de Mngnlhiit's, !EEl Chairman 

14.30 h SESSION I POLITICAL UNION AND THE EUROPEAN EQUILIBRIUM. 
FOREIGN AND SECURITY POLICY OPTIONS 

November 7th 

Chaimum: Alvaro de Vasconcclos (lEE!, Por1ugal) · Sp~ak~r: Gianni Bonvicini (lA!, ilnly) 
O:muntnts: }oris j. C. Voorhoevc (Clingendacl, Netherlands). 

16.30 h SESSI0:-.111 REGIONAL INTEGRATION PROCESSES 
AND THE DEBATE ON THE NEWiro..'TERNATIONAL ORDER 

Chairman: JosC Mnnucl Duriio Bnrroso (Portugal) · Speaker: HCiio Jngunribc (IEPS, Bruzi]) 
Cmnmmts: Armnndo A. de Cnstro {ISEG, Portu~nl) 

WHAT ROLE FOR REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
IN CONFLICT RESOLUTION? 
Spt'akl.'r: Ali Karnosmnnoglu (!WE, Turkey) 
Commmls: Predrag Simit (IIPE, Yugoslavia) 

20.30 h Dinner offered by the Lisbon City Council at Momcs Clnros 

9.30 h SESSION 111 THE UNITED STATES AND THE SOVIET UNION 
IN THE NEW EUROPEAN ARCHITECTURE 

Chairman: Adrinno Moreirn (ISCSP, Ponu~nl) 
Spt'a.km: Simon Scrfnt~· (SAIS, United States), Oleg N. Bykov (!MEMO, So\'iet Union) 
Commt'nls: Helmut Hubd (FDGAP, Gennnny), Yannis Valinnkis (ELIAMEP, Grttce) 

November 8th 

14.30h SES..';JON IV FURTHER ENLARGEMEr-..'TS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNin'. 
POLJTICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES _,,/ 

Chairman: )ost Cnlvct de Mngnlhiics · Spt'akm: Jaime Gama (IEEi, Portugal), Dominique Moisi (IFRI, Fmnce) 
Commmts: Ohl\• F. Knudsen (NUPl, Norway) 

17.00 h SESSION V THE CONCEPT OF NEUTRALITY IN A NEW EUROPE 
Chairman: Josf Medeiros Ferrc:irn (Ponugnl) 
Spt'alurs: Hanspc1er Neuhold (AliA, Austria), Bo Huldt (SI FA, Sweden) 
Commmls: Jdnos Mntus (HilA, Hungary), Guilhermc d'Oii\'eirn Man ins (Ponu~tnl) 

Saturday November 9th 

9.30 h SESSION VI THE EUROPEAN POLICIES OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

Chaimran: Vitor Constincio (Portugal) 
SpNkm: Jirf Vnlentn (IIR, Czcchoslovnkia), Mncicj Pcrczrl'iski (PISM, Poland) 
Commt'nls: Alo:nndru FnrCa~ (ADIRI, Romania), L:'iszl6 LUng (CERC, Hungllry) 

11.30 h Oosing session 
Joiio de Deus Pinheiro, Pottuguese Foreign Minister 
Ah·aro de Vasroncclos, IEEI Director 
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THE NEW WORLD CONDITIONS Al'm ME'RCOSUL 

Helio Jaguaribe 

Institute for Political and Social Studies 

I. PRESENT CHARACTERISTICS 

The world system resulting from the second world war has 

been submitted to profound changes in the course of the last de

cades and, particularly, since the last three years. 

There is, probably, a wide consensus, among the students of 

the subject, concerning the fact that five major traits - some 

coming. from preceding periods, some 

the world today; (1) the collapse of 

very recent.- characterize 

world communism, ( 2) the 

emergence of post-industrial societies, (3) the formation of me

ga-markets, (4) the aggravation of the North-South gap and (5) 

the lack of rational management for major collective interests 

of mankind. 

The collapse of communism 

From a strategic point of view the most important world 

event, in the last decades, has been ·the :coll~pse of internatio~ 

al communism, resulting, more immediately, 'from Gorbachev's re

forms, since the second half of the 80S and,atadeeper level,from 

the long crisis of the regime in the Soviet Union and in Eastern 

Europe. The communist experiment had been able, if at an intole

rable human price, to convert, from the Russian Revolution to 

the second world war, an agrarian society into as industrial one 

and, since the Soviet first atomic bomb, in 1948 and t~e succes~ 

ful launching pf Sputnik, in 1957, to bring the.Soviet Union to 

strategic parity with the United States. 

Gorbachev's reforms, with their innumerable 

were essentialy determined by the acknowledgment, 

implications, 

by the new 

leaders of the country, that the regime had exhausted,since the 
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days of Khrushchev, in the 60S, and irreparably,since the sos, its 

potentialities and its legitimacy.Notwithstanding its successes 

in building a large heavy industry and one of the two more power

full military.machines in the world,the burocratic and totalita

rian system proved unable to create the necessary incentives for 

most activities. A growing gap was separating the military appa

ratus from its social and economic supporting bases,rendering in

creasingly less possible the sustainment of that apparatus. Gor

bachev's reforms were a late enlightened attempt to prevent the 

complete colapse of the economy and the desintegration of Soviet 

society, using the last material and institutional resources of 

the country for its profound reorganization in the direction of 

a modern social democracy. 

The frustration of the coup managed by the "band of eight",in 

August 1991, produced the final collapse of the important resi

dual elements of the Soviet coercitive system that had survived 

Gorbachev's reforms. The Soviet president was restored to his 

post, after three agonizing days. In exchange, however, the poweE 

ful centrifugal forces compressed inside the Union, once 

ted from their former constraints, imploded the system. 

of the 15 Republics, have accepted to sign a new version 

libera

Only 10, 

of the 

Union pact. That version,however, is an extremely loose one, de

pending, for the definition of the relationships between the Re

publics and the Union, on further negotiations .. The Soviet Union 

became a vague entity, whose actual shape is stiil to be defined. 

vary probably, it will present different levels of association 

between the Republics and the Union, from loose federation to 

simple agreements for economic cooperation.The Republic of Russi~ 

in a way or another,·tends to become the actual inheritor of 

the former USRR. 

Non-European communism 

Even a su~cint reference to the collapse of world communism 

requires a brief clarification concerning the situation of non

European communist countries. While the desintegration of the 

communist model, in Europe, affected its validity throughout the 

world, the situation of communist regimes, outside Europe,is ve

ry different •. according to whether we consider, at one extreme, 
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the Cuban case and, at the other, the Chinese model. 

In Cuba, as well as in North Korea, we have the case of re

gimes surving. by the sheer strength and obstinacy of their lea

ders. It is very difficult to suppose such survival can be long. 

In China we have quite a different situation.Communism was 

used as a motivational force and an institutional machinery to 

put into motion the most extraordinary experiment of our time 

for overcoming underdevelopment. From chronic famine,social des

titution and total lack of rural education, the Chinese experi

ment has been able, in few decades, to provide food,shelter, em

ployment, education, public sanitation, health care an legal 

protection, to 1.2 billion people, that is, about a quarter of 

mankind. 

Under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping Chinese communism be

came, for all practical purposes, an enlightened developmental 

authoritarianism. A contemporary ~nd Chinese equivalent of the 

enlightened authoritarianism of the 18th century. As any regime, in 

general, and all autho~itarian regimes, in particular, the re

cent Chinese model has many defects. In the Chinese conditions, 

however, only such enlightened authoritarianism would be able, 

from the level of development already achieved by the first pha

se of the regime, to move it, as it is being successfully done, 

to the gradual institution of a market economy. It is the main

tenance of that authoritarianism that has prevented China from 

suffering the disruptions that have so .severely affected the So

viet Union, because the latter was comp'elled to suppress autho

ritarianism before achieving its economic reforms. 

Post-industrial societies 

Another extremely relevant trait of our time is the emer-
' gence of post~industrial societies. The new technological revo-

lution, based on Einstein's and quanta physics,on molecular bio

logy and many other scientific advances, is creating a new in

formation tertiary society, in which the innumerable applica

tions of microeletronics and other devices are extraordinarily 

increasing its productivity. It has generated, vis-a-vis merely 
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industrial societies, a gap comparable with the one that has se

parated the latter from the agrarian societies. Japan and the u
nited States, followed by some European countries, are leading 

the process. . 

Among the many consequences of the decisive role that techn_£ 

logy came to play, as the most important factor of production, a 

less expected and desirable one, which is.increasingly observa

ble, is the mercantilization of knowledge. Since the Renaissance 

and, particularly, the Enlightenment,knowledge has been under

stood as a common good of mankind. Sciences were an open field 

to all researchers. Leading universities, in the United States, 

Europe and Japan, were open to qualified applicants from the 

whole world and would give their students the best knowledge 

in any field of study. Now, as the applications of science beca

me the source of technological innovations, applicable knowledge 

has been converted into the most valuable· economic asset and is 

being increasingly protected by legalized secrecy, controlled, 

ratherthan··by Universities, by the laboratories of the large 

transnational corporations, in the latter's benefit. While the 

gap separating underveloped societies from the advanced ones has 

tremendously expanded, with the latter's conversion into post

industrial societies, the way .to reach that ·level has been rendered 

much more difficult by the patents and secrecy protecting 

nological innovations. 

Mega-markets 

tech 

The new requirements for economic competitiveness, closely 

connected with the emergence of post-industrial societies, have 

led to the formation of regional mega-markets. Starting with the 

European Community, that will become a close system in 1993, 

there is a spreading trend for the organization of huge common 

markets, The U.S. and Canada, with Mexico manifesting its intent 
' ion to join them, are forming a North American common market. 

Japan is conducting arrangements, in Asia, for a large Japan-

led economic system. At a much smaller scale the southern coun

tries of South America are creating MERCOSUL,integrating them 

into a South Cone common market. 
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Mega-markets are being organized under the umbrella of a li

beral discourse. Enlarging the frontiers of former national mar 

kets, through the formation of a multinational economic system, 

is presented as a way to gain, by scale economies, larger produ£ 

tivity and capabilities for research and development, so reducing 

costs and prices and improving the quality of the products, for 

the common benefit both of members and non-members of those mar 

kets. As a matter of fact, however, as the European Community is 

illustrating, liberalism is a an export policy for the mega-mar 

kets, while nee-mercantilist devices are protectively adopted 

against competitive non-members, in the benefit of member's prQ 

ductive and employment facilities. 

Mega-markets, even when not actively pursueing protectiog 

ist policies, will substantially increment intra-markets trade,at 

the expenses of free international trade. Isolated countries, ac 

cordingly, will tend to suffer trade restrictions. 

North-South gap 

The North-South gap, as it is well known, is a relatively 

recent historial event. Civilized societies had, all over the 

world, the same basic level of life up to the Renaissance. The 

mercantilist revolution started creating differences in favour of 

countries engaged in world trade and colonialism. The industrial 

revolution generated a fast increasing advant~~em for the indus 

trial societies, vis-a-vis those remaining ii~ply agrarian. The 

new technological revolution, as formerly observed,is multiplying 

that advantage by an immense factor in the benefit of post-indu~ 

trial societies. 

The continuously aggravating North-South gap is not only mo

rally inaceptable,but constitutes a factor of increasing distabi 

lization of the world order. At the normative and axiological le-
' vel,a prosperous social democracy will not be able to preserve 

its values and institutions if forming a small northern island 

of educated and affluent people, surrounded by billions of un 

educated and miserable human beings. At the level of current li 

fe, the coexistence of the two societies in a planet unified by 

instantaneous communication and increasingly closer economic and 
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technological interdependence, will not be viable. The same fac 

tors that have compelled northern elites to incorporate their 

own masses into higher levels of education, income and partici

pation, will compel the North to incorporate its southern prol~ 

tariat. That process1 however, as its historical precedent, is 

going to take a long time. The longer it takes, the worse will 

be the challenges to a stable world order. 

It is important to acknowl"edge, in what concerns the prob~ 

ble future development of the countries of the South, that they 

present very different capabilities for overcoming endogenously 

their own underdevelopment. Only countries endowed with very fa 

vourable levels of national viability are likely to achieve, if 

in the course a long time, the domestic sedimentation required 

for endogenously overcoming their undervelopment. China,in Asia, 

Brazil, Argentina and Mexico, in La·tdn America, are good ill us 

trations of the case. Most underdevelopedcountries, particularly 

in Africa, will require substantial foreign aid and a rather 

favourable international environment for attaining their develoE 

ment. Present international conditions, with the continuous ag

gravation of the North-South gap, are not going in that direc 

tion. 

Collective interests 

The extraordinary development of technology,in the course 

of the present century and, particularly, in the last decades, 

has submitted the world, in multiple ways, to pressuresthat ha

ve increasing distabilizing effects on the equilibrium of va

rious global systems and have created collective needs that re 

quire a rational and equitable management. 

The planet's ecological system is severely chalJenged by 

multiple effects of the industrial civilization, presenting a 

fast decreasing capacity for its self-recovery. The survival of 

man, as a species, is severely menaced, in a not too long fut~ 

re, by irreversible ecological degradations. The global systems 

of communications,transportation,information,nutrition, health, 

peace maintenance, law enforcement, concerning the whole world, 

cannot be rationally managed by the. isolated action of national 
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states. Mostnational states, moreover, have not the capability 

for significant contributions for that purpose. Only rational 

and equitable forms of international management can take care 

of those problems and attend major collective interests of man 

kind. 

The United Nations have been designed to performe that func 

tion and have developed specialized agenc~es to attend several 

of those demands. The U.N. machinery, however, has neither 

material means nor the political power to accomplish that 

the 

job. 

by 

powers 

autho 

For one thing, it has been, up to very recently, paralyzed 

the East-West confrontation. For ariother thing,the great 

have not actually transfer to the U.N. the means and the 

rity to allow it to perform the rational and equitable manag~ 

ment of the main collective interests of mankind. As a matter 

of fact not even the small current contributions to the U.N.are 

being timely paid by many countries (arrears are more than US$ 

670 millions), the United States being the larger debtor. 
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II PROBLEMS OF TRANSITION 

FROM BI-POLARITY TO MULTI-POLARITY 

Pax Americana 

The transition from the bi-polar world derived from the se 

cond world war to an emerging ~ulti-polar new world order is 

currently processed in the framework of a relatively mono-polar 

Pax Americana, conditioned by several constraints. 

Converted, by the collapse of international communism and 

the domestic troubles of the Soviet Union, into the single oper~ 

tional superpower, the United States have some of the conditions 

for the exercise of world hegemony, but are submitted to several 

limiting constraints. The most important ones are domestic, rel~ 

ted to economic deficiencies and to insufficient popular support 

for exacting international actions. Important fiscal and trade 

annual deficits, that have reached the order of hundred bil

lions - fiscal deficit of ea. US$162 billion, in 1989, trade de 

ficit of ea. US$116 billion, in the same year and a U.S. foreign 

debt in the order of US$600 billion - prevent the u.s. from fi 

nancing, with her own resources,expensive international actions. 

The American citizens, on the other hand,although rejoicing with 

the increased international prestige of the country and with her 

leading world role, are not prepared to endure new efforts, both 

in taxes and in human lifes, to support external American activ.i 

ties. From another perspective the U.S., as a leading Western na 

tion, have to take into account the Europeans and the Japanese. 

As ·a power with broad international interests, they have to main 

tain a reasonably balanced position in important regional con

flicts, such as in the Middle East and in the Indian subconti

nent. 

The result of a world primacy submitted to those limiting 

constraints is a relatively conditioned Pax Americana.The Gulf 

war provides a good illustration of it. The United States proved 

to be the only power with the capability and the resolve to im 

mediately adopt an effective political and military action to 
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reverse the annexation of Kuwait by Saddan Hussein's troops. But 

they had to act within the framework of a Security Council's man 

date, in close consultation with the G-7 and their substantial 

(US$40 billion) financial support and in alliance with as many 

Arab countries ~s they could manage to mobilize. 

A Pax Americana under the constraints formerly mentioned 

tends to be a temporary occurrence.It cannot provide the stable, 

rational and equitable order required by the world.It tends to 

evolve either in the direction of the mono-polar consolidation 

of an American led world system or in the direction of an insti 

tutionalized multi-polar world, operated by a renewed and rein

forced United Nations. While the two possibilities are actually 

opened, there are strong indications that tend to favour the se 

cond alternative. 

Whereas a conditional Pax Americana is unlikely to stay for 

a long time, it is necessary to acknowledge that the more prob-

able emergence of a United Nations operated 

world order may take some years. The Europeans 

multi-polar new 

are confronted 

with the complex task of reaching, for the Community, a satis 

factory operational coherence, both economically and politi-

cally. A task complicated by the events in Eastern Europe and 

the pressure of ex-communist countries to join the European Corn 

muni ty. The Japanese, on the othe.r hand, have to find a world 

role compatible with their economic and technological supercompe 

titivity and the several limitations to which they are exposed, 

from their still unsurpassed ethnocentrism to the weaknesses im 

plied in an excessive dependence on external markets. 

The transitional period that will correspond, for some 

years, to a conditioned Pax Americana, presents some great risks 

to the world. The Americans were able to formulate an4 implement 

a global strat~gy for the contention of Soviet power. They keep 

being unable to formulate and still less to implement a rational 

and equitable global project for the world. At a global level, 

major collective interests of mankind, urgently requiring ratio 

nal and equitable regulations and management, will continue, un 

der Pax Americana, to be inappropriately approached. Among. other 

menaces, there is a growing danger .of severe and eventually 



irreparable ecological deteriorations. On the other hand, the 

fact that a relatively declining power, as it is currently the 

case of the United States, is not submitted to satisfactory ex 

ternal checks., is likely to induce such power, as the historical 

experience indicates, to abusive behaviors vis-a-vis 

partners. American interventions in Granada and Panama 

in that direction. 

An interin world order 

Is it possible to minimize the risks presented 

world, as formerly discused, by the transitional period 

weaker 

appoint 

to the 

of a 

conditioned Pax Americana? The question may receive a positive 

answer, insofar as some basic .. conditons would be satisfied.What 

is essentially •tstake is the generation and reinforcement of 

conditions, inside and outside the United States,that would work 

in the direction of a rational and equitable world order,prevent 

ing the practice of acts of arbitrary violence or ingerence in 

the affairs of other countries . 

. There is in the United States a very important sector of 

public opinion, tendentially representing a majoritarian view, 

that favours the establishment of a rational and equitable world 

order, presses the government in that direction and is opposed 

to American arbitrary interventions in other countries. That im 

portant current of opinion can be reinforced by many ways 

It is possible, on the other hand, to mobilize in countries 

of the OECD, of the Third World and in what remains of the So

viet Union, the support of public opinionanaofgovernments for 

going in the same direction. What is necessary is to organize a 

system of coordination,actively supported by some key countries, 

operating inside and outside the United Nations, and in close 

cooperation with enlightened American sectors, for the improv~ 
' ments of the world system, the maintenance of peace and the pr~ 

vention of arbitrary interventions of a country in another one. 

---------------------------------------------~ 



III. THE CONSTRUCTION OF MERCOSUL 

Precedents 

Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay have 

March 26th, 1991, the Treaty of Asuncion, creating 

11. 

signed, on 

the Common 

Market of the South-Mercosul. That treaty establishes that,from 

January lst, 1995, the exchangeof goods, services and factors, 

among the four countries, will be entirely free., without any 

customs or non-customs restrictions, in the framework of a common 

external custom for the members of the Common Market. 

That treaty is the culmination of an integrative process 

that comes, more remotely, from the creation of the Latin 

American Free Trade Association, in 1962, including the South 

American countries and Mexico, which has had relatively modest 

results. More immediately, MERCOSUL represents the mature state 

of a cooperative process started in 1979, with the tripartite 

agreement among Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay, for the utili

zation of resources and facilities in the Parana river. A deci

sive step was taken, by Argentina and Brazil with the signature, 

in 1986, of an agreement for a Program of Integration and 

Economic Cooperation, formally converted, in .1988, into a Treaty 

of Integration, Cooperation and Development, to which Uruguay 

has been incorporated. 

The creation of MERCOSUL, in 1991, is an expansion of the 

former treaty, including, additionally, the participation of 

Paraguay. Chile and Bolivia are regarded as possible rejoiners 

of that Common Market, in the next years and, after five years, 

other South American countries may qualify to join, if accepted 

by consensus of the members. 

The South Market 

MERCOSUL .is, on the one hand, the culmination of an en-

lightened process of conversion,into close and friendly coopera

tion,of a former long relationship of rivalry and disputes 

between Argentina and Brazil. On the other hand, stimulating 

that cooperation, the Common Market of the South is an answer of 

---- -----~-----------------------~_:__] 
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the member countries to the challenges directly and indiretly 

presented by the formation of regional megamarkets. The Europe

an Community, notwithstanding its liberal discourse, is seen in 

the South Cone as an emerging Fortress Europe, that will sub

stantially reduce Latin American exports to Europe. Current es-

timates are admitting that such reduction will be of the order 

of 30% for Argentina and Uruguay and of about 10%, for Brazil. 

The formation of the us-canada-Mexico common market is 

seen, although in a different light, as an additional challenge 

to the ·Southern countries. The Northern Market, distinctly from 

the European one, is open to the South American countries. The 

immense differences of economic and technological levels between 

the two large South American countries and the United States, 

however, present to them a severe risk of eliminating most of 

their industrial entreprises, if important preventive and 

corrective measures are not previously adopted. 

MERCOSUL is considered to be a necessary intermediary state 

for the adjustment ·of the member countries to the possibility of 

a future panamerican 

plete opening to the 

free market and, in: .. general, 

international market. In 

to 

the 

their corn

new condi-

tions of the world, formerly discussed in this paper, countries 

at a middle level of development, such as Brazil and Argentina, 

may suffer a devastating elimination of most of their industrial 

capabilities, if indiscriminatingly opento the manufactures of 

advanced countries. MERCOSUL is planned to increase the 

productive competitivity of its members, enabling them, at a 

later stage, to join a panamerican free market, as proposed by 

the Bush Initiative. It is in that sense that an agreement has 

been signed, between the four southern countries and the U.S., 

on June 19th, 1991. 

MERCOSUL is a rather small common market, seen in an inter

tional perspective. The u.s.-canada-Mexico free trade area corn 

bines a popula.tion of 359,6 million and a GDP of US$5,845.3 bil

lion. The European Community (including former East Germany) re 

presents a population of 354 million and a GDP of US$4,967.7 bil 

lion. MERCOSUL represents a population of about 190 million,with 

a GDP of about US$ 483 billion, that is, 10% of the European Corn 

munity GDP. 
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Notwithstanding its relatively modest proportions MERCOSUL 

confers important benefits on its members. Such benefits present 

three main aspects. In terms of trade, the combined exports of 

the four members represented, in 1989, a total of US$46.5 bil

lion, and their total imports, US$ 26.7 billion, representing, 

respectively, about 40% and 30% of the Latin American totals. 

Probably still more important are the possibilities that 

will be opened by MERCOSUL cooperation in the fields of science 

and technology. Both Brazil and Argentina have important scienti 

fie and technological capabilities, presenting a wide margin of 

complementarity. Both countries suffer, in many fields, from the 

lack of sufficient "critical mass". Their joint efforts will pr9_ 

vide them, to a large extent, with that critical mass necessary 

to reach levels of international competitivity. In a historical 

moment characterized by a strong propensity for the privatiza

tion of sophisticated technologies, developed, off university 

campi, by the laboratories of large transnational corporations 

and protected by secrecy, patents and rights of intelectual pro

perty, the development of a good margin of endogenous capability in 

applied science and technology is a decisive requirement for eco 

nomic development. 

A third relevant advantage to be reaped from MERCOSUL by 

its members is of a more general ~conomic and political charac

ter. The South Market will enable its partners to benefit from 

a significant increase of their scale of production and corres 

pending possibilities for raising their international competiti_ 

vity, preparing them for a future integration in a panamerican 

market and in the international market. It will also subtantial

ly improve their international bargaining position, giving them 

better conditions for negotiating their foreign debt and for 

setting better terms of exchange with the EEC and other macro 

markets. 

The most important,however, of those advantages of a gene

ral character, resulting from MERCOSUL, will be the imposition, 

on its members, of stricter rules of rational behavior for their 

macroeconomic policies. Argentina is setting the pattern in cuE 

rency stabilization, that will have to be followed by the other 
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members, if the South Market is ever to be a functional arrang~ 

ment. Fiscal, monetary, investment, trade, labour and social se

curity policies, among others,will have to be reciprocally comp~ 

tibilized and adjusted to appropriate rational norms. 

Concluding remarks 

In the present world conditions, briefly discussed in the 

first session of this p~per, middle level countries, such as the 

members of MERCOSUL, are confronted, in the course of the next 

few years, with a very sharp alternative. Either they succeed 

in reaching significantly higher levels of modernization, within 

socially. equitable terms, developing and improving their pr£ 

ducti ve capabilities, and rate of public rationality ,or they will tend 

to sink to Fourth World levels comparable to the poor Afro-Asian 
societies. 

The middle level attained by countries such as Brazil and 

Argentina,in the 70S, corresponded to a certain stage of the 

world industrialization and to a certain phase of their own RO

cial development. Twenty years ago Brazil, the most successful in

dustrial society. in the Third World, had a level of inau~trial 

development, comparatively to advanced European societies, which 

roughly corresponded to the situation of the latter in the sos. 

Today, the gap has more than doubled. 

Equivalent considerations can be presented in the field of S£ 

cial development. A country like Brazil was, up to the 3os, a 

society. under the control of its notables. It has managed, with 

relative success, to become a well running middle class society. 

by the sos and 60S. Its transition from middle class society to 

mass society., latently. through the 70S and openly through of 

aos, has not been successful. The country was not able to build 

the agencies and rules ofpolitical mediation that could_ compatib~ 

lize -within its economic and social conditio~- a mass demo 
' cracy with a satisfactory. level of public rationality.. The same 

can be said of Argentina's Peronism. 

Now, in the early. 90S, such countries have exausted the po~ 

sibilities of their former statu quo, both domestically and in

ternationally.. If they. do not succeed to jump ahead, in the di

rection of an accelerated ·socially equitable modernization, they 
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will undergo a severe degradation. They will be abandoned by the 

best sectors of their elites, pulled by more successful areas of 

the world and will tend to integrate the vast external proleta

riat of the West in the 21st century. 

MERCOSUL gives an important contribution for an accelerated 

modernization of its members, imposing on them - if the South Mar 

ket actually comes to be more than a shee~ paper treaty - the ne

cessity of a rational and socially equitable management of their 

domestic affairs and international relations. 
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YUGOSLAUIA: ORIGINS OF THE CRISIS 

The question that foreigners most frequently asked Yugoslavs 

during the 1970s was: ''What will happen in the country after 

President Tito dies?" They tQpically answered with self-confi

dEnce that political inheritance of ''Tito's'' Yugoslavia is suffi

ciently firm to outlive the charismatic marshal. It seemed that 

reasons to support their self-confidence were abundant: in 19~8 

Yugoslavia experienced the conflict with Stalin, becoming the 

first country t8 leave the communist block; Yugoslav self-manage

ment has for years attracted attention as a more humane and demo

cratic alternative to the Soviet model; during 1950s and 1960s 

economy developed more or less successfully; as one of the 

founders and leaders of the non-aligned movement Yugoslavia be

came the respected and influential member of international commu

nity, while occasional eruptions of nationalism between Yugoslav 

republics were suppressed by undeniable authority of Tito, the 

League of Communists and the Yugoslav Army. 

However, less than a year after marshal's death Yugoslavia 

faced the first major challenge when in April 1981 mass demon

strations of the Albanian minority broke out in the southern 

province of Kosovo, demanding that this province obtains the sta

tus of the seventh Yugoslav republic. Post-titoist Yugoslav com

munist leadership managed to temporarily suppress these demon

strations by force and political means, only to face a new, much 

more serious challenge in the months that followed. During 1970s 

economic growth in Yugoslavia was mainly sustained owing to con

siderable borrowing abroad. When global debt crisis broke out in 

early 1980s, Yugoslavia with a foreign debt of some.$20: billion .· .. 
b~came one of the most seriously affected developing countries, 

1 



s~nce foreign debt servicing at that time required more than ~0 

pe•.cent of the country's foreign currencg receipts. Unwilling to 

undertake major economic reforms, Yugoslavia entered a decade

long period of economic decline, which has completely eroded the 

legitimacy of the ruling party, which led the country into in

creasingly profound economic, social and political crisis. 

The reason why relative political consensus among the Yu

goslav political elites prevailed during 1980s first of all 

should be sought in strategic interest of the West to safeguard 

the stability of Yugoslavia, which represented the "buffer" bG

tween the Warsaw Treaty and NATO in Europe since early 1950s. Un

der such circumstances, economic and political shocks in Yu

goslavia opened scope for intervention by the U.S.S.R. and Warsaw 

Treaty, with immediate consequences on the-overall ~ao-politrcal 

balance in Europe. The last occasion when ·in .. became directly ap-· 

parent was during the 1981 crisis in Poland. Increasingly obvious 

inability of Yugoslavia to resolve its crisis./1. and changes in 

Eastern Europe brought about by Mikhail Gorbachev's policy in the 

Soviet Union caused, however, that strategic interest of the West 

for Yugoslavia start to diminish. Formerly leading reform socia

list country, Yugoslavia lagged more and more behind the changes 

in Eastern Europe./2. 

/1. "Continuous economic crisis of the eighties- high foreign 
debt, galloping inflation and declining living standard 
turned Yugoslavia into the West's worrisome child. Washington 
and Brussels started to fear that Yugoslavia's economic 
breakdown might have unforeseeable political ccnsc:.;;.;ences. 
All measures undertaken by the West to support Yugoslav eco
nomy - refinancing of foreign debt, granting of new loans, 
and cooperation agreement with the European Community should 
be considered in this light." Jens Reuter: Yugoslavia's Role 
in Changing Europe in: D. Muller et al. (eds.): Unification 
of Germany and Unification of Europe - Perspective for the 
Nineties" (in German language),· Institute for International 
Politics and Economy, Belgrade, 1991, p. 

/2. ''With ending of the cold war and reduction of interblock con
frontation in the second half of ei·ghties, Yugosl-avia has 
lost its key role in the West's strategic thinking. The- coun
try was no lorige~ the element of balance between the East. and 
the West that no··,one could deny. To the-extent that. reform 
processes in former Moscow's satellite states attracted at-

2 



· Profound internal crisis and changes en the East of conti

nent· have entirely eroded the legitimacy of the Yugoslav post

titoist leadership and created a. political vacuum in which his

toric animosities between the Yugoslav ethnic groups came into 

the foreground. Efforts by the Yugoslav federal governments, par

ticularly of the Prime Mini:ter Ante Markovic, tn implement ne

cessary economic and political reforms collapsed under the resis

tance of republican elites, which increasingly resorted to poli

tical mobilization on nationalist grounds as the background of 

their legitimacy. This has led the country into the situation of 

ethnic conflicts which in 1991 escalatcJ into open armed clashes. 

Generally, one may say that the crisis in post-titoist Yu

goslavia came about as the consequence of three groups of fac

tors: collapse -of. the spe.::ifft Yugoslav n::::;del of social.i:-sm, p--

found and unexpectedly quick changes in· the Soviet Union and 

Eastern Eun:j'pe, and c>.ggravation of historic animosities between 

Yugoslav nations. In spite of thirty years·of reforms which made 

Yugoslavia a unique case among socialist countries, disintegra

tion of post-titoist Yugoslavia demonstrated that the "Yugoslav 

model'' essentially kept all the ''fatal weaknesses'' C/3.) of th3 

Soviet model of socialism which brought about its historic col

lapse. 

tention on the West, the interest for Yugoslavia was gradu
ally diminishing. Yugoslavia was no longer the problem of 
global importance for the two super-powers, but at best a Eu
ropean issue at the continent's periphery. The important fac
tor was how quick will reforms on the East progress. What 
lasted nine months in Poland took only nine weeks in GDR and 
only nine days in Czechoslovakia. Yugoslavia lagged enor
mously behind this process of democratic transformations.'' 
op. cit., p. 

/3. The term w~s first used by Chinese economist Jiang Yif~i. 
See: J iang Y ifei: .I he. Theory of an Enterprise-Based EconomJL 
Social Sciences in China, No. 11/1980, p; ~e. 
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Tito's HeritagG 

Uictory of Tito's partizans made Yugoslavia come out of the 

World War !I as a communist state. In the period between 19~5 and 

1951 Yugoslavia has been consistently introducing the "soviet 

model'' in which it sometimes even went ahead of other East Euro

p8an countries./~. In the foreign-policy area Yugoslavia became a 

part of an emerging eastern military block./5. Even after thG 

conflict with Stalin in 19~8. by forced collectivization of land 

Yugoslav communists tried to prove their dedication to the Eas

teLo1 block. Only in early 1950s under a.. increasing military 

threat from the East, Yugoslavia asked the US for help. Betweon 

1951 and 195~ Yugoslavia has entered the strategic alliance with 

the West ur.der-taking certa-in m-H-i"tc~::-k:J ubllgat.icns .!-n--E-as::: -of a 

military conflict between the eastern and western military al

liance in Europe./6. However, while the influence of relationshi~ 

1~. Thus, for instance, on the conference of European communist 
countries held in 19~7 in Czechoslovakia, Yugoslav communists 
criticized French and Italian . communists for their 
"revisionism''; the paper of the newly established Information 
Bureau of communist countries started to be published in Bel
grade, etc. 

/5. After the end of World War I! there were threats of a direct 
military confrontation between Yugoslavia and the US, parti
cularly after two US Air Force's planes were shot down above 
the western part of the country in August 19~6. At that time 
chief commands of the US and Yugoslavia undoubtedly had plans 
to engage their forces on opposite sides in case of con
frontation between the eastern und western cualitic~. Com
pare: Anton Bebler: US Strategy and Yugoslavia's Security in: 
W. Richey et al. Ceds.): American and Yugoslav Uiews on 
1990s, Institute of International Politics and Economic::;, 
Belgrade, 1990. 

/6. In addition to concluding the defence alliance with Greece 
and Turkey Cso-called "Balkan Treaty'') Yugoslavia has under
taken to protect northern Italy from penetration of soviet 
troops from Hungary, ·thereby becoming de facto a segment of 
the western military alliance at that time. According to 
western sources, during late 1S~Os and early 1950s Y-ugoslavia 
i!as received some $2.2 billion worth of aid from the West, of 
which some SO% came from. the US. The total amount of various 
forms of assistan~e provided to Yugoslavia by the West 
amounted to some $15 billion. Compare: Ivo Uiskovic: Rela-

~ 



with the US and West European countries led to dr~matic reversal 

in the Yug~slav foreign policy, changes within.tha country were 

much slower and incomplete. 

In early 1950s Yugoslavia faced a double challenge. On the 

one hand, conflict with the Soviet Union and other communist 

countries caused an identity crisis of Tito's regime, which was 

compelled to secure its legitimacy by thoroughly redefining it~ 

ideology starting with the critique of Stalinism. The solution 

was found in Karl Marx's late works and the idea of self-manage

ment as the ''only true form of socialism", which was introduced 

in JL.:-r:e 1950 by the Law on TN!nsfer of Manageu1ent of State Enter

prises to Workers. On the other hand,. alliance with the West has 

forced Yugoslav communists to open up toward western cultural and 

political influences. However, li-Seral.:!.ZC.tiw;-1 5W:in-FE:Erch6d it's 

political limits, which was clearly demonstrated in mid-1950s in 

.connection with the conflict between the Yugoslav communist top 

leadership and Milovan Ojilas, who became the ~ost famous Yu

goslav dissident. In this way the Communist Party has clearly 

shown how far it was willing to go in the liberalization proces~ 

- until late 1980s position of the communist elite and principal 

elements of the communist authority remained domain reservee 

which was beyond suspicion. Outside this framework, unlike the 

U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe, Yugoslav communists were willing to 

accept changes, which allowed Yugoslavia to become the most li

beral communist state during the following decades. 

The climax of this process was marked by the 6th Congress of 

the Yugoslav Communist Party, held in Zagreb in 1952 C/7.) and 

7th Congress, held in Ljubljana in 1958./8. However, Stalin's 

tions Between Yuaoslavia and the United States of America, 
in: Yugoslav Survey, Uol. XXIX, no. 1, pp. 130-132. 

17. At this congress the party changed its name into the League 
of Communists of Yugoslavia, thereby expressing its new ideo
logical orientation. 

/8. The new Programme of the LCY adopted at this congress is 
still the most liberal programme of a ruling comm~nist party.-

5 



death and chonges in the Soviet Union introduced· b~ Nikita 

Krushchev annownced the end of the Yugoslavia's strategic al

liance with the West and gradual shift in its polic~. Neverthe

less, Yugoslavia did not come back under the umbrella of Eastern 

block, but instead found its international position within the 

non-aligned polic~. which Tito defined together witn the Indian 

Prime Minister Nehru and Eg~ptian President Nasser by the end of 

1950s and beginning of 1960s./9. 

Internal!~, cosmetic changes of the soviet model reached 

their limits in Yugoslavia b~ the end of 1950s and beginning of 

1960s. Reasoning of the Yugoslav communist leBdership at that 

time was under strong influence and works of reform-oriented 

economist from ~astern Europe C/10.) who determined!~ advocated 

market-oriented reforms of admi·nistrativs-plannsd- -EC019or.o;,;. !3;J 

earl~ 1960~ Yugoslavia started to open toward the w~st· in intel

lectual sense and Yugoslavs wer~ the first citizens of a commu

nist countr~ who were allowed to travel freel~ abroad C/11.), 

which also resulted in faster penetration of western ideas and 

considerable liberalization in science and culture. In the first 

half of 1960s the first market-oriented economic reform was car

ried out and enterprises obtained much greater competences, state 

has reduced its influence on the econom~. for the first time af

ter World War II individuals were allowed to set up private en

terprises, while economic relationships with western market 

economies began to expand rapidl~./12. 

/9. The first conference of non-aligned countries was held in 
Belgrade in 1961. 

/10.For example, Dskar Lange, Yevse~ Liberman, Wlodimjerz Brus, 
and others. 

/11.6~ mid-sixties Yugoslavs started to leave the countr~ in 
large numbers in search of work in West European countries, 
in particular West Germany, France, and Sweden, which'has re
lieved Yugoslav enterprises from surplus labour, while remit
tances sent b~ these workers became the country's important 
source of foreign currency. 

/12.In 1968 Yugoslavia became the first communist countr~ which 
allowed joint ventures in its 8conom~. 
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Initial results of economic reform were encouragi~g - eco

nomic growth rat~s in Yugoslavia at that time were r8latively 

high, relieved of much of administrative restrictions enterprises 

were increasingly successful on the local and foreign markets, 

foreign-exchange receipts increased, living standards of citizens 

rose from year to year - to put in a nutshell, the ''Yugoslav 

model'' at that time was successful,. which earned it an excep

tional international reputation. 

On the negative side, however, Yugoslav reform raised a num

ber of problems, above all because of incompatibility of market 

economy an6 political democratization with the monGpoly of commu

nist party's authority. In the economic sense, Yugoslavia at that 

time had to cope with rising inflation, sharp distinction between 

... successful and unsuccessful enterprises, .. with. rising number of 

unemployed, rising social differences, ·persistent foreign-trade 

deficits, corruption and· a whole range of other phenomena, which 

the communist economic, legal and political system kept under 

control with increasing difficulty. In the political sphere, li

beralization raised the problem of growing opposition to the 

regime, which at that time, however, was still leftist./13. The 

most serious challenge to Tito's regime nevertheless was brought 

about by renewed national aspirations of certain Yugoslav nations 

and ethnic minorities, which contributed to serious political 

conflicts which broke out among the communist party leadership in 

the second half of 1860s. Initial efforts by Yugoslav communists 

to push national conflicts in the background by cresting the Yu

goslav nation failed and the idea was abandoned aftar the fall of 

prominent Serbian communist Aleksandar Rankovic, who was purged 

in 186~ together with a group of his associates in police 

apparatus. 

The turning point in the League of Communists' policy oc

curred in 1968. The first in a sequence of events that led Tito 

/13.Among the opposition 
which, at .that time, 
Western Europe. 

prevailed,the ideas of the ''new ~eft'' 

were verY .. influential in . the US and 
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to retreat were mas;; student demonstrations in Belgrade and other 

Yugoslav cities, on which they declared political demands ad

dressing serious criticism to the communist leadership because of 

their privileges and corruption. During the same year the country 

also experienced the first mass demonstrations of ethnic Albani

ans, who demanded greatEL· political and cultural autonomy, in

cluding the establishment of a separate Albanian republic in 

Kosovo. Although these political protests were suppressed by 

force and political means, the Party's conservative wing felt 

rather alarmed and demanded that reforms be abandoned and that 

the country tuLn to tried Bolshevik forms of authori~y. Soviet 

intervention in Czechoslovakia and emergence of Breznev's doc

trine of "restricted ~overeignty'' of communist countries in the 

Yugbslav political leadership,· who became aware of fragility of 

their position. 

In spite of the fact that both liberal and nationalist oppo-

sition to the regime was suppressed, in late 19605 and early 

1970s Yugoslavia has completely abandoned reforms in both eco

nomic and political sphere. During that period Tito won·in a po

litical confrontation with most liberal and nationalist-inclined 

younger-generation communist leaders in Serbia C/1~.), Croatia 

C /15.), ·Slovenia, and Macedonia. Their place was subsequently 

taken by politicians who used to be elected during the 1970s only 

ac~brding to the principle of political loyalty to Tito and Party 

veterans. Abrupt interruption of the p•ocess of transfer-of au

thority from veterans to younger generation of politicians and 

11~.At the beginning of 1970s under the slogan of struggle 
against ''anarcholiberalism'' and ''technomanagers", Serbia has 
witnessed a purge of several thousand politicians and company 
directors, while most modern enterprises, organized according 
to western models, have been broken into hundreds of frag
mented "self-management'' units. Ss•bia has never mariaged to 
offset the consequences of this purge. 

/1S.Showdown with nationalistic but also with liberal-oriented 
''Croatian spfing'' occurred in 1971., .when. most younger genera
tion Croatian communists have been·removed. 
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''negative cadres selection'' during 1970s largely explain the to

tal failure of the Yuguslav communist leadership in post-titoist 

period in overcoming the growing economic and political crisis. 

Thus the Yugoslav communism faced the second identity crisis 

in its post-war history, because it became obvious that further 

market reforms and continuation of political democratization 

would irreversibly destroy the very foundations on which · the 

power of the communist party rested. Return to the former regime, 

however, was not feasible because of disastrous critique of sta

linism in Yugoslavia during the 1950s and 60s. Faced with such 

alternative top Yugoslav commUnist leadership again reso,·ted to 

proven methods from early 1950s - the solution was ''neither capi

talism, nor stalinism'', i.e. ''new qualitative stage in the deve

lopment of the Yugoslav socialist selF- rnal.agcm::-nt b-o-sed.-GH----a.u

thantic Marxism". The main ideologist of the Yugos~av party du

ring the 1970s, Slovenian Edvard Kardelj, developed in early 

1970s an entirely new ideological platform referring to Karl 

Marx's late works CKardelj's ideas about self-management and fe

deralism were actually much closer to the thinking of French XIX 

century anarchist Jean Joseph Proudhon and European XIX and XX 

century anarcho-sindicalists). Considered within the broader 

scope of development of communism in the second half of the XX 

century, one may say that this shift of the Yugoslav communism in 

terms of its motives, depth and extent is only comparabla with 

the ·~ultural revolution" in China. 

Kardelj's ideas have been included in the 197~ Yugoslav con

stitution (which is still in force), so-called Associated Labour 

Act and a number of other statutes and codes adopted during 

1970s. With them the ideas of market economy and political plu

ralism were abandoned altogether and replaced by concepts of so

called "associated labour'', ''compactual economy'' and "socialist 

calf-management". The main idea was that in a ''self-managed soci

ety'' the role of enterprises and market is taken up ·by 

·~ommunities of freely associated producers'' who regulate their 

mutual relations by agreement. All economic processes become sub

ject to agreement between workers and the~r associations, while 
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effects of market relations and free competition were entirely· 

disregarded. Within the political system, Kardelj has largely 

adopted the demands of national movements from 1960s, transfer-

ring most of political competences from the federal level to t~e 

level of federal units Cthe only areas that remained in the corn-

petence of federal organs 

economic relations and a 

were defense, f-oreign policy, 
\ 

number of other issues), with 

foreign 

republics 

and autonomous provinces having almost equal competences. 

Utopian by its contents, Kardelj's economic system was com

pletely unfeasible in practice. However, owing to accumulation 

from the former per~od and ~ncontrolled borrowing on inl~rna

tional capital markets C/16.) the Yugoslav economy functioned 

seemingly successfully during 1970s. Federal units have used 

their newly acqu.ired power to build quas.i:-i:::...:t.::.-;::O:.,ic-=s=:::=:r::'..- ".:s

tems, reducing trade between republics to minimum. Foreign loans 

were largely used to build factories that never started to ope~ 

rate and to ''buy social peace" by subsidizing unprofitable enter

prises and enormous public expenses. In an attempt to ensure le

gitimacy for their authority, local political elites at that time 

started to systematically instigate nationalism, opposing thG 

federal government and increasing tensions between nations. Be

hind slogans on self-management and ''associated labour'' started 

the comprehensive process of restoration of state socialism, with 

the only difference. that main canters of political power were 

created not at the federal but at the level of eight Yugoslav 

federal units. This led to what would late.- be named "polycentric 

statism'' C/17.), i.e specific polycentric political system in 

which eight Yugoslav federal units and equal number of communist 

/16.Under constitutional changes of 1970s the Yugoslav National 
Bank has entirely lost control over borrowings made abroad by 
republics and provinces. When the Yugoslav debt crisi5 broke 
out in 1981 the federal government was forced to engage fo
reign agencies to make the inventory of Yugoslav debts 
abroad. 

j17.Compare: Naydan Pasic: LQterests and Political Processes, Cin 
Serbo-Croat language), Komunist, Belgrade,. 1983. 
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parties, each by itself, doveloped independent and mutually con

fronted party states. 

Although all the elements of the future Yugoslav drama. ·were 

already on stage during 1970s, the system functioned owing mostly 

to the effect of five factors. First, with support of ''his'' party 

and army, Tito was an unquestionable arbiter in all political 

conflicts. Second, in spite of growing ecan~mic crisis 

standard of Yugoslavs continued to increase during the 

living 

1970s. 

Third, Yugoslav communism continued to enjoy great political le

gitimacy. Fourth, in spite of mutual animosities, none of the Yu

goslav federal units ·was truly jeopardized. Fifth, tensions in 

the relations between East and West brought about by Soviet 

Union's intervention in Afg.hanistan and Yugoslavia's active role 

on the global (through the non-aligned· movement) and ·European 

scene· Cthrough CSCEl worked cohesi0ely. 

None of these factors outlived Tita; who died in May 1980. 

Crisis of the eighties 

During 1980s three main elements of the Yugoslav model 

self-management, federalism and non-alignment - began to gradu

ally experience crisis, deepening the regime's legitimacy crisis, 

and exacerbating the differences between Yugoslav nations and 

ethnic minorities. 

Problems in economic relations with other countries, in par-

ticular the debt crisis, forced the Yugoslav federal government 

in early 1980s to introduce tight restrictive measures. Economy, 

used to do business in quite different conditions, had difficulty 

in adjusting. The immediate consequence was sharp fall in the 

living standard of Yugoslavs, who again, after many years, had to 

cape with shortages and galloping inflation./18. An attempt to 

impl~ment the programme of market-oriented reforms in th~ first 

half of 1980s, contained in the so-called Long-Term Programme of 

Economic Stabilizatian ·c1983l, failed because of resistance of 

/18.11• 1989 inflation in Yugoslavia reached a·record-high rate of 
nearly 2500%. 
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federal units that became autanomows and unpreparedness of the 

federal leadership to face the programme's social consequences. 

The programme of political reforms in mid-eighties had similar 

fate. This has full~ revealed all the weaknesses of the constitu

tional s~stem of 1970s and together with increasing!~ apparent 

inabilit~ of the Yugoslav political elite to reach consensus on 

an~ major issue, undermined the legitimac~ of the League of Com

munists, and hence self-management, as the ke~ element of the Yu

goslav model. 

"Pol~centric statism'' and declining legitimac~ of the regime 

during 1980s contributed tuwatd strengthening of nationalism and

centrifugal tendencies in Yugoslavia. The first open challenge to 

post-titoist Yugoslavia came frOm ethnic Albanians, when less 

than. a ~ear after T i to's death mass demonstratioRs tJrruk:> o· -~ in · 

Kosovo,· demanding that Kosovo obtains the status of the seventh 

Yugoslav republic./19. Although federal leadership reacted 

sharpl~, seeing in this demarid the first st~p toward complete 

separation of Kosovo from Yugoslavia and its subsequent merger 

with neighboring Albania, the problem could not be solved. More

over, Albanian separatism onl~ added fuel on the fite of Serbian 

discontent with constitutional solutions of 197~. under which 

Serbia de facto lost control over both its provinces./20. On this 

/19.Underl~ing this problem is the conflict between Albanians 
(constituting 90~ of the province's population), who claim to 
have ethnic rights, and Serbs, who claim historic rights on 
Kosovo Cthe medieval Serbian state was established and in 
1389 destro~ed on this terr i tor~, b~ which :<osov·o became t·he 
heart of Serbian national identity). More about the political 
movement of the Yugoslav ethnic Albanians see in: Mark 
Baskin: Crisis in Kosovo, Problems of Communism. March-April 
1983; George A. Harvalas: Albanian Irredentism vs. Serbian 
Ethnocentrism in: T. Couloumbis & T. Ueremis: Yearbook 1989, 
Hellenic Foundation for Defence and Foreign Policy, Athens 
1990; Pedro Ramet: Problems of Albanian Nationalism in Yu
goslavia, Orbis, Summer 1981, and Elez Biberaj: The Conflict 
of Kosovo, Drbis, Autumn 188~. 

/20.From the first communist agreement about the future political 
system of Yugoslavia C19~3) Tito has followed Lenin's thesis 
that in multinational states "the most dangerous nationalism 
is the·one of the largest nation'' and thesis"df the Communist 
International that ''Serbian hegemon~ was the rea~on for fall 
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matter the interests and viewpoints of Serbian communist elite 

coincided with those of the Serbian intelligentsia Cup until then 

they were sharply confronted), leading to change at the top of 

the Serbian party, when Slobodan Milosevic was elected to this 

office in 1987./21. Expressing the requests of Serbian nationa

lism, Milosevic became the first Yugoslav communist leader who 

openly opposed constitutional solutions of 197~. and thus the en

tire Tito's political heritage./22. 

Although leaders of other Yugoslav republics were probably 

ready to accept to some extent the changes in relationship be

tween Serbia and its provin~as Cwhich were carried out pursuant 

of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia''. According to the opinion of 
contemporary Serbian intellectuals that was the motive of the 
"weak Ser-bia - st!"'ong Yugoslavia" .. paliC!:J 1 which ws-s c;oi1-
crRtized by establishment nf autonomous provinces Cthe only 
in Yugoslavia) on the territory of Serbia. The official ex
planation for the establishment of provinces was that it 
would solve the problems of Albanians Cin Ko~ovo) and Hunga
rians and some twenty-odd national minorities (in Uojvodina). 
When in 197~ pursuant to constitutional p1ovisions provinces 
became ''constituting elements of the federation'' Serbia found 
itself in an asymmetric positions in relation to "its" re
publics. Neither in legislative, nor in executive, nor in ju
dicial aspect the Republic had any competence on the terri
tory of provinces which, on the other hand, have been repre
sented in the Serbian Parliament. Thus characteristic protec
torate of provinces over the Republic has been established, 
so that the republic was reduced to so-called ''Serbia 
Proper". Discontent of the Serbian communist elite with this 
position became already expressed during last years of Tito's 
life in so-called ''Blue book'', However, at that time Tito 
banned its publishing in fear that Serbian nationalism may 
escalate. 

/2l."Phenomenon Milosevic'' represents certainly one of the most 
important features of the Yugoslav political scene during the 
eighties, which definitely influenced further course of 
events in.Yugoslavia. See more about this issue in: Profile: 
Serbia's Milosevic, Orbis, Winter 1991, and series of texts 
by S. Ojukic published in the Yugoslav newspaper Borba during 
August 1991 under the common title Slobodan i · slobode 
(Slobodan and Liberties). 

/22.That would become the reason why many commentators felt that 
S. Milcsevic~as "the first Yugoslav politician who realized 
that TiLo had indeed died'', 
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to constitutional changes in Serbia in 1989), the emergence of 

Milosevic's supporters in another Yugoslav republic - Montenegra 

- and change of Mantenegrin leadership have triggered the alarm. 

The first reaction came from Slovenian communists, who openl~ op

posed Milosevic's Serbia b~ supporting the demands of ethnic Al

banians and opening scope for strengthening of the Slavenian na

tianalism./23. In Croatia and other republics reactions ranged 

between reserved protest and search for common language with S. 

Milosevic's ideas. Escalating nationalism in Serbia Cwhich for 

the first time in its histor~ pursued separatist and ''Greater 

Serbia" ideas instead of "Lfni:i..arist", i.e. pro-Yugoslav view

points) until the beginning of 1990s has caused the chain reac

tion of nationalism of all Yugoslav nations. In view of the fact 

Croats /2~.) li~e in diaspora, mixed with other nations, it is 

almost ·impossible to draw ethnic borders in Yugoslavia' Explosion 

of nationalism in 1990 and 1991 in all Yugoslav repuolics, which 

t~picall~· presented maximalist C/25.) territorial claims, brought 

/23.At that time Slovenia became the mast liberal Yugoslav repub
lic in which criticism of the Yugoslav communist ideological 
inheritance grew louder and louder. "Slavenian spring" of the 
second half of 1980s represents certain!~ the second major 
step toward democratization of the Yugoslav societ~ after 
Serbian ''liberalism" of the end of 1960s. Resistance in other 
parts of the countr~ and strengthening of rightist farces on 
the Slovenian political scene contributed, however, toward 
prevalence of nationalists in this republic as well, so that 
the chance was missed for Slovenian opening to have more sub
stantial influence on democratization- processes i;-, Yugaslavia 
b~ the end of 1980s. 

/2~.Accarding to the 1981 census onl~ slight!~ more than 76% of 
all Serbs in Yugoslavia lived on the territor~ of Serbia, 
while same 3 million Serbs lived an the territory of Bosnia & 
Herzegovina, Croatia and other Yugoslav republics. To same
what lesser extent this was the case with Croats as well C22% 
Croats lived in Bosnia 8 Herzegavina and Uojvodina). 

/25.Matching demands b~ Serbian nationalist "that all Serbs 
should live in one state" (which would encompass large -por
tions of the territar~ of Bosnia & Herzegovina and Craatia) 
are demands~f the Croatian nationalists for ''Craati~ within 
its historic borders'' (which would encompass the entire ter
ritor~ of Bosnia & Herzegovina, smaller parts of Ucjvodina 
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about mutual conflict of national prog~amme~ and growing chauvi

nism. The fact that these processes coi~cided with the first free 

multiparty elections in Yugoslav republics after World War II 

C1990) has buried hopes for the country's democratization, be

cause with rare exceptions some 250 newly founded political par

ties offered exclusively nationalist programmes, which differed 

only by national affiliation and degree of militancy (except 

declarative support of ''market and democracy'' only a negligible 

number among them offered comprehensive programmes of economic 

and political reforms)./26. 

The third cornerstone of'Titu's model -non-aligned policy

inspired confidence at the beginning of 1980s. Aggravation of re

lations betwee11 the US and the USSR after the Soviet intervention 

in Afghnnistan and T i to's firm resista-."'lf:e to atte;mpt:s bhj C:H!el 

Castro and tt1e "progressive wing" to bring the movement into the· 

"natural alliance'' with the eastern bloc by the end of 1970s"have 

and Montenegro), Albanian nationalists about "Greater Alba
nia" (including Kosovo and parts of Montenegro and Macedo
nia), etc. Although these conflicts are not new in the his
tory of southern Slavic nations in the XIX and XX century, 
establishment of a common state represents until today the 
only compromise solution which enables all southern Slavic 
nations to live within the same country. The only alternative 
to this solution in the XX century were armed conflicts ac
companied, as a rule, by genocide of national minorities. 
This was fully expressed during World War II in which 1.7 
million Yugoslavs lost their lives, mostly in ethnic con
flicts and in concentration camps Cthe most famous one was 
Jasenovac concentration camp in the so-called "Independent 
State of Croatia", where according to the US wartime intelli
gence some 700,000 people have been liquidated, mostly Serbs, 
Jews, and Gypsies). 

/2S.Eecause of resistance of republics, during 1990 and 1991 it 
was impossible to carry out free multiparty elections for the 
federal parliament, which would be the only way to induce 
representatives of different national and political options 
to mutual linking and cooperation. This created a· paradox 
situation in which the only market and liberal oriented po
litical force in Yugoslavia - Prime Minister Ante Markovic's 
federal government and their political party - remained with
out democratic electoral legitimacy, and hence without true 
power in the country. 
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contributed to considerable international credibility of non

alig~ment. In spite of that, non-aligned foiled in their efforts 

to set North/South relations on different grounds by introducing 

the ''new international economic order'' project. This has marked a 

final failure of the movement's efforts to expand their activi

ties beyond the framework marked by East-West conflict to rela

tionships between developed and underdeveloped countries. When in 

mid-eighties M. Gorbachev introduced new ideas to the USSR poli

tics and thus set in motion irreversible changes in the entire 

eastern block, the non-aligned policy started to lose its raison 

d'etre. Yugoslavia's efforts ln 1989, when it became the chairman 

of non-aligned, to start ''modernization" of the movement, never 

went beyond bare rhetoric not only because of escalation of the 

Yugoslav crisis, but also. because of· overall mar~inalizl'lti:c:. cf 

the international role of the Third· World countries after the be-

· ginning of revolutions on the east of Europe. 

The last attempt to prevent the complete collapse· of the 

system, impending ethnic conflicts, and begin gradual transforma

tion in Yugoslavia was made by Prime Minister Ante Markovic. Al

though in his inaugural address he mentioned building of a ''new 

socialism'' as target of his programme, it was obvious that this 

onl~ served to calm down conservatives, while the true aim was 

radical transformation of the Yugoslav political, legal and eco

nomic system toward market economy and political pluralism./27. 

After his convincing appearances on the domestic and interna

tional scene earned him Western support, in December 1989 he rE

vealed his package of reforms, which partly contained measures 

aimed at slowing down hyperinflation C/28.), and partly measures 

/27.Markovic's reforms have in a way tried to maintain the conti
nuity of reforms of mid-sixties. This is supported by the 
fact that some creators of the latter Ce.g. Kiro Gligorov) 
have been included in Markovic's expert team. 

12e.rn this respect A. Markovic's programme relied on ideas of J. 
Saxs: devaluation of the national currency, its linking to 
the German mark in relation 1:7, introduction of internal 
convertibility Cuntil October 1990 Yugoslav banks have been 
fr~ely selling hacd currency to citizens), etc. 
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aimed at long-term structural transformation-of the Yugoslav con

stit~tional and economic system. The initial results indicated 

qualified success - inflation was reduced, foreign-exchange re

serves sharply increased to almost $10 billion, liberalization of 

prices and some 80% of imports increased supply and destroyed mo

nopolies on the Yugoslav market, during a year some 50,000 pri

vate enterprises were registered, foreign investment reached 

record high level compared with preceding 20 years, etc./29. In 

the foreign-policy field, Mr Markovic's government and federal 

parliament already since mid-1989 started sharp reversal "toward 

Zurope" announcing his intention to mak~ Yugoslavia a full member 

of the Council of Europe, EFTA, OECD and associated member of the 

European Community./30 . 

. . Social consequences of Mr Markovic' s "shock therapy", d-i-s-so

lution of the League of· Communists of·"·Yugoslavia C /31.) and first 

multlparty·elections in Slovenia and Croatia early in 1990 ·have 

substantially changed the entire political environment, leaving 

the federal government wlthout political support. His b~lated and 

half-way attempt in 1990 to establish his own party - Alliance of 

/29.For a detailed analysis of Ante Markovic's reforms see: De
simir Guzina: Reform of the Economic System and of the Sustem 
of Foreign Economic Relations - From Administered to Market 
Economy- From Closed to Open Economy, in: W. Richey et al., 
ibid., pp. 129-1~2. 

/30.In Slovenia the loudest advocate of the ''European orienta
tion'' became the League of Communists,- which replaced its red 
flag with a blue flag with yellow star, bearing resemblance 
to the EC flag. Also, some of the most severe criticism of 
the Yugoslav non-aligned policy came from this republic. They 
pointed out that Yugoslavia has to abandon the Third World 
and ''Join Europe'', During 1990 these ideas have been more or 
less accepted by many other political parties in the country. 

/31.XIU Extraordinary Congress of the League of Communists of Yu
goslavia broke down in January 1990 when Slovenian delegation 
left the congress after the attempt of the Serbian leader 5. 
Milosevic to establish "unity of communists on authentic ele
ments". Since the Croatian delegation was against the pro
posal to proceed with the congress without Slovenians, the 
Congress suspended its work, putting an end to nearly 70-
years long history of the Yugoslav communist party. 
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Yugoslavia's Reformative Forces- failed in the elections in four 

remainin~ Yugoslav republics in the second half of the year./32. 

First open attacks on Mr Markovic's reforms came from Serbia, 

which was particularly affected by them due to its "heavy'' indus

trial structure. Seeing in Markovic's policy the competition to 

the League of Communists of Serbia Cwhich in the meantime changed 

its name to the Socialist Party of Serbia) shortly before multi

party elections in this republic press in Serbia undertook fierce 

propaganda campaign against Ante Markovic. Not long afterwards, 

however, even greater challenges to federal government's autho

rit~ came from other Yugoslav'republics - S!ovenia and afterwards 

Croatia and other Yugoslav republics according to their one-sided 

decisions ceased to pay customs and taxes into tha federal bud-

get. ''Run an banks'' and mass pUrchBse of.hard cur~enc~_sta~ted in 

Slovania. Foreign currency was subsequently ·transferred to banks 

in neighboring Austria, so that the government, faced with 

rapidly declining fore~y,,-currency reserves, had to stop free 

sale of foreign currency and thus de facto give up on internal 

convertibility of dinar. Faced with substantial deficit of the 

republican budget, at the end of December Serbia issued nearly 

$1.7 billion without federal government's authorization. Escala

ting nationalism, inter-republican conflicts, reciprocal economic 

barriers and inability of the federal government to do anything 

have eroded the reputation of Ante Markovic, who until mid-1991 

tried to preserve the main results of the reform by resorting to 

conservative monetary policy and extremely restrictive use of 

modest hard currency reserves./33. 

/32.Ante Markovic has probably made a mistake when creating his 
own political party he became a direct rival to national par
ties. Perhaps the model of the Spanish ''Monkloa pact'' (which 
played the key role in transition from dictatorship to democ
racy after Franco) could have been a better framework for po
litical compromise. Nevertheless, some feel that Ante 
Markovic "could have become the Yugoslav Adolfo Suares only 
if there was the Yugoslav Huan Karlos''. 

/33.About $~.5 bn by the middle of 1991. Already in April 1991 
severe restrictions have been introduced on the right of ow
ners of foreign-currency accounts to withdraw their deposits 
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Disin~egration of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia, 

failure of Ante Markovic's reforms, loss of authorit~ Cand true 

powerl of federal institutions and blockade of multiparty elec

tions for the federal parliament b~ republics who became au

tonomous resulted in a situation where the Yugoslav Peoples' Arm~ 

remained as the last federal institution. As long as the Yugoslav 

federal Presidenc~ (eight-member organ consisting of representa

tives of all republics and provinces) seemed to perform normal!~, 

the arm~ mainly remained outside political conflicts. However, 

when in May 1991 Serbia and Montenegro refused to consent to the 

elect~un of the Croat Stjepan' Mesic to the cffice of the Presi

dent of the Presidenc~ C/3~.). the Army remained without politi

cal control. This has created a political ''vacuum" which the army 

fc:ced when after the procl.E.cmatum of saver_eignty of -Slovenia and 

-Croatia on June 25, it was ordered -by the federal government to 

''reestablish- legal order on the western boarders of Yugoslavia. 

This has set the scerra for the Yugoslav tragedy and civil 

war that followed in subsequent months. 

From Lenin to Self-Management and Back 

Considering a broader perspective, one ma~ conclude that the 

development of the Yugoslav model of "self-managed socialism" 

followed the logic of development of all communist societies, 

showing undoubted!~ the results and limits of this form of social 

organization. In this respect one ma~ identif~ five main stages, 

which show that the Yugoslav model, in spite of its numerous 

from Yugoslav banks. However, ver~ few banks were actually 
able to meet even these restricted obligations toward their 
clients, so that foreign-currency deposits in Yugoslav banks 
Csome $12 billion) have been practical!~ confiscated in spite 
of guarantees given by- federation. This has completely de
stroyed the citizen's confidence into the financial system 
and federal government. 

/3~.0ne of the reasons for this was his statement that he "will 
be the last President_ of Yugoslavia''. 
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specifics, in essence remained within the framework of the Lsni

nist model af sacialism./35. 

First, in Yugoslavia as in other socialist countries people 

became gradually aware that this model has definitely exhausted 

its development potentials and became an unsurmountable obstacle 

which has to be removed in order to overcome growing structural 

crisis, and society become involved in contemporary civiliza

tion's processes./36. Compared with the Soviet Union, China and 

other communist countries, Yugoslavia was specific mainly in that 

it first faced this problem in the foreign-policy area, when it 

left the block of communist countries, which triggered the 

thirty-year long process of reforms. Only in late years of Tito's 

life and, in particular, after his death, the system definitely 

failed arid this. happened in the vel:';; -fi'OIIH:::1t u:h.::m_these .. p:r:ocesses 

have spread through all European communist countries. 

Second, in.Yugoslavia, as in other communist countries, the 

way out of the crisis has been sought in market econo;,iy and plu

ralistic democracy. Unlike other communist countries, who decided 

to undertake these changes motivated primarily by internal rea

sons, impetus for reforms in Yugoslavia came from abroad, i.e. 

from need of the country to adjust its internal development first 

to the strategic alliance with the US and Western Europe, and 

then to its new non-aligned policy. In this respect communist Yu

goslavia, until the most recent wave of changes in Eastern Eu

rope, has probably done the most. 

Third, reforms in Yugoslavia between 1950 and 1980 proved 

that ''repairs" i.e. half-way reforms of state socialism cannot 

change its structural flaws. In spite of numerous reforms the 

system remained essentially the same, burdened by all weaknesses 

/35.A broader comparative analysis of reforms and disintegration 
of the Leninist model of communism can be found in: P. Simic: 
Change in Socialist Countries: Contents and Prospects, Jour
nal of East and West Studies, Seoul, 1990, Uol. 19, no. 2, 
pp. 111-130. 

/36.Compare: Janos Kornai: Economics of Shortage, Nortn Holland, 
Amsterdam 1980. 
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Faced over the past Four decade by the Soviet Union, China and 

other communist societies. 

Fourth, inconsistency of economic and political changes, 

which as a rule stopped when they disputed the system's main 

premise - unlimited power of the communist party - caused the 

crisis of reformative programmes and their ultimate abandonment. 

Even modest attempts of changes, after initial success, raised 

numerous problems which the communist system was unable to keep 

under control (inflation, mass bankruptcies, rising unemployment, 

excessive investments, increasing internal and Foreign debt, loss 

of contra~ over macro economic processes, acceler~ted widening of 

social and regional differences, growing opposition to regime, 

eruption of nationalism and separatism, etc.). This would trigger· 

the chain reaction, because after micro economic reforms it was 

necessary to carry out ·macro economic ~eforms, and then legal and 

other reforms and ultimately raise the question of political 

changes, i.e. demolition of Li •e monopoly of communist party's 

power. Progress of reforms inevitably eroded the system, while 

attempts to keep changes within its Framework deprived market 

mechanism of its true meaning. In Yugoslavia this was unquestio

nably demonstrated by abandonment of reforms in mid-sixties and 

Failure of reformative programmes of 1980s. 

son For Failure of market and democratic 

In essence, the rea

oriented reforms was 

structural incompatibility of the communist and market-pluralis

tic forms of social organfzation. 

Fifth, the crisis of the model and Failure of attempt to 

transform it caused the final crisis of the entire system which 

in Yugoslavia as well as in other European communist countries 

fell apart by the end of 1980s and beginning of 1950s. The entire 

history of reforms in these countries proved that the system can

not be changed but instead has to be replaced. 

Collapse of the League of Ccmmunists and communist ideology 

in Yugoslavia did not, however, bring about the collapse of the 

system, which continued to exist with unchanged symbols in the 

form of numerous nationalisms. Tha whole system of political mo

bilization, indoctrination and collectivism, as well as most mem-
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bers of the former communist elite quickly adjusted to new condi

tions. Unwilling to undertake true changes, and in face of rising 

economic crisis, social ~rotests and increasing intellectuaY con

fusion, new political forces could maintain their position only 

by persistent escalation of ethnic animosities and political mo

bilization on national grounds, which inevitably led to open con

flicts between nations. Thus in fact the former totalitarism was 

replace by the new national totalitarism. However, numerous vital 

political institutions were destroyed, as well as mechanisms 

which kept together the "seco~d Yugoslavia", releasing centrifu

gal forces which brought the country on the brink of total civil 

war. 

· ..... . 

' .. . ....... ·, 
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Hctnspetcr Ncuhold 

THE EUROPEAN NEUTRALS FACING THE CHALLENGES 

OF THE POST-COLD-WAR ERA 

The recent fuu<.lamenla.l changes in Eastern Europe and as a 
result in East-West relations have reversed the main 
pLeoccupa.Lions and the foreign policy priorities of the 
neutral states of Europe (Austria, Finland, Sweden, and 
Switzerland). 

1. Previously, their 
in Europe. They were 

P rime concern was the rnilitarv situation • • 
less afraid of an isolated attack by one 

of the blocs tllolll o.C Lhc likely spillover of a major_ armed 
r.onflict between the two alliances. The neutrals also had to 
worry about lagging behind more and more in the continuous 
anus L c«.:e belwcen the two superpowers and their allies. Arms 
cont!·ul agreements concluded during the Cold War did by and 
large little to stop, let alone to reverse, that competition; 
they even channelled it in a qualitative and therefore 
destabilizing direction. 

These anxieties have receded into the background. On the one 
hand, an armect confrontation between the two blocs can today 
be ruled out for the simple reason that one of them, the WTO, 
has been dissolved. Nor do its former members show any desire 
to set up a similar institution in its stead (the soviet Union 
-or Russia- will, however, remain a major military power). 

To make matters better for the neutral states of Europe, the 
CFE and STAR(T) Treaties are not just windowdressing, but 
will, if ratified, considerably increase security en the Old 
Continent by establishing lower conventional and strategic 
nuclear balances between the contracting parties. Unilateral 
announcements by the Presidents ot the two military 
superpowers concerning the destruction or withdrawal of 
tactical nuclear weapons and other disarmament, arms control, 
and tension-reduction measures, as well as the ongoing 
negotiations in Vienna on troop cuts reinforce this welcome 
development. 

On the other hand, this is not to say that permanent peace has 
"broken out" in Europe. The previous scenario of a major 
showdown between NATO and the W'l'V was bound wreak havoc on the 
entire continent; for the same reason, however, the likelihood 
that it would actually materialize was considered very low, 
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provid"u the Lwo sides behaved rationally. Conversely, the 
main prcsr::nt tlu·ea L of limited internal or international war 
is characterized by less disastrous consequences but higher 
probability. In point of fact, unsettled ethnic scores and 
territorial claims from the past, as well as ~ew conflict 
potential, abound in Europe, especially, but not exclusively, 
in its Eastern paLl. 

For tlie European ncutrals this state of affairs means that 
armed neutrality has not become obsolete. In particular, this 
lesson was driven home to Austria by the recent tragic events 
l~ neighboring Yuyoslavia during which Yugoslav aircraft 
violated Austrian airspace ana Austrian troops were deployed 
along the countLy's southern border as a precautionary 
measure. The task the neutrals face just like the other 
European states is a restructuring of their armed forces 
according to the "leaner. but meaner" formula, i.e. increased 
mobility and modernization, while at the same time cutting 
troop n~~ers. An example is provided by the swiss concept 
"Army 95" that envisages a reduction in mobilization strength 
from 625,000 to some 400-450,000 men but simultaneously 
stresses the higher flexibility of these remaining forces. 

2. Until the late 1980s, the neutrals felt that they had coped 
with the problems of (West) European integration as members of 
EFTA and by entering into free-trade agreements with the EEC 
and the ECSC in 1972/73. The new dynamics infused in~o the EC 
in the wake ot the 1986 Single European Act raised the 
increasingly alarming spectcr of growing discrimination for 
non-members. For a while, the three-level "global approach", 
as it was called in Austria, seemed to offer an adequate 
solution: arrangements between the EC and EFTA members as a 
whole, bilateral sectoral agreements between the communities 
and individual EFTA countries, and the autonomous 
implementation of £C decisions by them. 

Austria was the first EFTA member state to realize that this 
formula would not accomplish its declared objective of full 
participation in the substance of the Community's internal 
market. Austria therefore decided to "go it alone" and applied 
for EC membership in 1989. Faced with economic difficulties 
like Austria several years earlier, Sweden followed suit in 
July 1991. After the successful conclusion of the negotiations 
on the European Economic Area (EEA) in October 1991, Swiss 
Foreign Minister Rene Felber announced - to the surprise of 
many observers - that his country would also seek admission to 



the communities at a date yet to be fixed. Finland, where a 
debate on joining the EC is also going on, can be expected to 
take the same :stt:p in the foreseeable future. The EEA will 
thus only be a transit.i.unal st:.age for most EFTA countries on 
their way to full membership in the Communities. 

' The crucial next move now l.ies wilh the EC. Its response to 
the applications by lhe ncutrals will in turn depend on its 
decision concerning the creation of a Political Union and 
military cooperation/integtation. The most severe quandary for 
the neutrals would be caused by a Eu1·opean Defense Community 
with mandatory patticipation of all EC members in some kind of 
alliance or colle~t.i.ve security system. However, .some existing 
member states are likely to object to such an ambitious scheme 
so that optional military cooperation, most probably within 
the WEU, seems to stand a better chance of success. 

' 
In its "avis" on Austrian membership issued in July 1991, the 
EC Commission came to the conclusion that AustJ·ia was a 
uniquely qualified candidate in economic terms. ~ts accession 
would be a gain for the Community. However, the EC also raised 
the neutrality issue. Whereas Sweden Lemained silent on the 
matter, Austria had stated, in its application, its assumption 
that as an EC member it would still be able to live up to its 
neutrality obligations and to continue its neutrality policy 
as its specific contribution to peace and security in Europe. 

In light of a narrow interpretation of the provision by the 
European Court, t.he "avis" rejected the Austrian:reference to 
Article 224 of the EEC Treaty as a solution to the problem. 
This Article exempts member states from their Community duties 
if, among other things, they fulfill obligations undertaken 
for the maintenance of international peace and security. 
Austria argued that its neutralit¥ served this purpose and 
entailed obligat.ions envisagea in Article 224. 

The Commission rather calls for a new detinition by Austria of 
its neutrality or an exception from the Treaty embodied in the 
instrument of accession. However, it also points out that the 
problems caused by Austria's neutrality should not be 
insurmountable in the negotiations on admission. 

The EEA will, in the main, extend the four freedoms of the 
EC's internal market to the EFTA members who will have to 
accept the "acquis comrr.unautaire", viz. the rules and 
regulations adopted by the Communities in the past. It remains 
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to be seen, however, whether the EEA Treaty will ultemately be 
ratified by all parties concerned. The need for a referendum 
constitutes a particular obstacle for Swit~erland; approval of 
the EEA by a majority of the Swiss voters and cantons is 
anything but a foregone ~onclusion. The negat~ve'outcome of 
the referendum on UN membe1·ship in 1986 does not :augur well 
for the popular vote on the EEA. 

3. In the past, East-West re la Lions were ofte•~ so strained 
that the neutrals had to worry that their "bridge-building" 
ser-vices (good offices, mediation etc.) would not be ~o~anted by 
the conflicting parties. They nevertheless managed to 
contribute to the preservation and strengthening of detente 
between the two blocs. In particular, they played a useful 
role within the N+N group in the CSCE process, above all 
during the Madrid Follow-Up Meeting which could be called the 
"heroic" phase of the group. 

Today, the N+Ns are faced with the opposite problem: relations 
between (former) adversaries arc so good that they may not 
need third-party assistance. Furthermore, disint~gration 
trends manifest themselves not only within the blocs (one of 
which has already fallen apart completely) but a~so within the 
heterogeneous N+N group. Its commonality of interest was, in 
fact, limited to the maintenance and promotion of East-West 
detente and the need to join farces if ~he voices of its 
members were to be heard and listened to by the blocs. 

ln the future, apart from the EC, various issue-oriented 
political coalitions and groups of neighboring countries are 
likely to replace the rigid structures of the past in a more 
complex and possibly confusing new European system. The Nordic 
council and the Pentagonalc/Hexagonale are relevant examples 
from the point of view of the Eur9pean neutrals.' 

4. To further complicate matters for these states, the 
compatibility between (permanent) neutrality and participation 
in the UN system of collective security has ceas~d to be_a 
mainly academic issue, due to the recent rapprochement between 
the permanent members of the UN Security Council:after ~he end 
of the Cold war. Although the military action ag~inst Iraq did 
not constitute collective security enforcement measures in the 
strict sense, it confronted Austria in particular with a grave 
dilemma, because Austria is the only European neutral whose 
neutrality is placed on a legally binding foundation and who 
is a member of the United Nations. It is rather doubtful 



.• 

; 
whether t.he principal 1\ustrian reasoning aimed at squaring the 

' circle, viz. r.hat UN milltat·y sanctions do not lead to a war 
! 

as defined uml<::t classical international law in which the 
obligations of neuttalily would have to be compl~ed with, but 
amount to met·"' "police measures", is tenable in ~he long run 
in a genuinely functioning collective security system. 

5. The most fundamental que::;tion the neutrals arJ confronting 
concerns the abondonement of their status. On the one hand, 
the end o! the Cold War brought about the disappearance of 
their pt·ime "conflict of reference" and thus the :loss of their 
main function. It ::;hould also be borne in mind that neutrality 

(_ j 

is not an end in it::;el£ but a means to achieve higher 
political objectives, first and foremost the mai9tenance of 
the independence and the protection of the territorial 

' integrity ot the country concerned. 
relationship is expressly stated in 
Act of October 26, 1955. 

This means-end 
I 

the Austrian!Neutrality 

On the other hand, it ought to be pointed out again that 
limited armed conflicts - in which neutral states could play a 

' constructive role - have by no means been banned; neither from 
I Europe nor the rest ot the world. Moreover, neutrality has 

become part of the political culture and is evenisaid to be a 
tcature of the national identy ot the European n~utr~l::;, 
including the latecomers to the "exclusive club") Finland and 
Austria. The termination of neutrality would thetetore give 

I 

rise to serious domestic political (and legal) difficulties, 
' especially if a referendum is required for it. Although the 
I 

"purist" Soviet position on neutrality has recentlY mellowed 
considerably, international problems could also arise, in 
particular for those states Whose neutrality iS anchored in 
international law. 

Consequently, it is tempting for a neutral to av6id an 
"agonizing choice" by claiming to simply adapt n~utrality to 
changing circumstances whenever it deviates from!established 
neutrality rules and practices. However, such 1 
"reinterpretation" of neutrality, tor example be:restricting 

' it to the two military obligations laid down in Article 1, 
I 

paragraph 1, ot the above-mentioned Austrian Neutrality Act 
(non-membership in military alliances, refusal to allow 

' foreign military bases on neutral territory) sho~ld not be 
stretched too far .. Neu tJ:a li ty ought not to be tr~nsformed into 
the opposite of its traditional essence, for instance by 
permitting neutrals to take part in wars for a "just cause". 

! 
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RCtth<:oL, il. would be more honest and politically "!'iser to admit 
tl!Ctt n<:out.talil.y has served its purpose and abandon it at a 
certain point. 

6. Finally, it is not yet quite clear whether the neutral 
' 

:;t<~t."'s or Europe are an "endangered species" on their way to 
extinction by joining an EC with a joint foreignipolicy and 
<.:ununon derense system sooner or later, or whether neutrality 
is an ~ttractive option for other countries. 

The debate on adopting neutrality has receded into the 
bCt<.:kyround in East central Europe, as it is no longer relevant 

' fer the <.:uuntries concerned as an offer to obtain Soviet 
consent to their withdrawal from the WTO and the CMEA and for 

' ' 

moving closer to the EC. However, the refusal of:NATO to admit 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland and to extend its 
protection to them, as well as the awareness tha~ their EC 
membership is still a long way off, may reopen the discussion 
on how to fill the security vacuum in the region; 

! 
It is also interesting to note that in its moves;toward 
independence and especially toward its own armed;forces the 
Ukraine has announced its wish to become neutral:in October 
1991. However, what exactly Ukrainian leaders me~n by 
neutrality remains to be seen. ln a similar vein; President 
Landsbcrgis ot Lithuania announced the month before that his 
country wanted to pursue a policy of neutrality. iHe added at 
the same time that Lithuania aimed at a common defense policy 

' with Latvia·and Estonia. If Landsbergis referred'to an 
' alliance, this project would be contrary to one of the ''hard 

core" principles of neutrality. 
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Neutrality in a New Europe 

Bo Huldt 
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Speaking in Lisbon, it would be no exaggeration if one were to say that:the 

events of the last few years for the neutrals have had effects not unlike those 

of an earthquake - the vecy.;:foundations of tJ;eir policies would seem to have 

collapsed with the end:iof the Cold War and a new Europe emerging that is integ

rating from the Atlantic to the Urals. Whether this latter phenomenon is really 

what we are witnessing is perhaps still somewhat debatable but we are aometheless 

being confronted with a Europe that now seems so different that the neutrals 

are compelled to reconsider their policies and positions in a way they have 

not had to do since 1919. For at least one of the European NN-countries the 

er.d of the Cold War has had catastrophic consequences - Yugoslavia. 

In Europe pre-1989 the neutrals saw themselves - not ~iti1out reason -

as bridgebuilders, barriers and buffers- as useful, rational, v.irt:Jous.and 

secure. In the new Europe all of this is open to question. Alrea~ 1989, 

Austrian Chancellor Vranitzky made the profound observaition that "Nobody 

lives on a bridge" - and the doubts have been growing ever since. The 

question now seems less whether neutrality is compatible with partic±pation 

in European integration than whether "security" in any 

can be found outs.i!de. · or on the sidelines of an 

meaningful sense 

integrating Europe. 

Under the rules-of the Cold War system, the neutrals pursued aloofness from 

the East-West confrontation, keeping their territories fortified places 

or sanctuaries denied both sides in the conflict. Security was found in 

"Alleingang"; in the Europe now emerging security is supposedly defined 

in terms of cooperation and participation - security is common rather than 

national. The strange logics of the matter is that the neutrals, the 

~'Alleingangers", were the ones pursuing these notions of "common security" 

- and that they are how, somewhat hesitatingly,facing the consequences of 

their thinking. 
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What has to be recognized is that the neutrals have experienced a process 

of Europeanization stretching over some fifteen years - since the beginning 

of the Helsinki CSCE dialogue in 1975. Participation in the European Con

ference on Security and Cooperation gave the neutrals something which they 

really did not have before- a policy on Europe and on European security. 

The effects were revolutionary. In the first years of the CSCE there was con

siderable hesitation among the neutrals about the scope of the process and 

about their role (s) therein. With the Stockholm conference 1984-86 their 

usefulness had become almost dramatically apparent. With the Paris Charter 

of November 1990 Europe was already entering a new phase where this useful

ness appeared something largelY of the past - but the neutrals having now 

on the other hand discovered that they had become Europeans. It was no 

longer conceivable to think of security outside of a common, European 

framework. "Alleingang" in the old sense had come to an end. 

The Europeanization of the neutrals is now entering a second phase where 

security in the old "metalic" · sense seems replaced by a much more complex 

challenge - that of the European Community. Europeanization is certainly 

not a challenge only for the neutrals. In the EFTA context it is t¥Orth 

noting that the neutrals - at least in their own minds - seem to have far 

less problems with Community membership than do the NATO members of the EFTA 

group, Iceland and Norway. Austria and Sweden have already applied for mem

bership and Finland is currently expected to follow in the spring of 1992. 

What is then left cf ·neutrality? 

Let us first observe that the interpretation of the current European situa

tion is not identical among the Central European and the Nordic neutrals. 

While the Central European view appears conditioned by the dissolution of 

the Eastern Bloc and the emergence of new security problems - Yugoslavia, 

the return of aggressive nationalism and of old, bad history - the Norther

ners maintain that nothing has really changed in the Strategic North: In 

Central Europe everything has changed and neutrality in the Cold War 

sense makes no sense, in the North there is still the Kola peninsula, 

US Maritime Strategy, air borne and amphibious dangers and a continuing 

confrontation between the two military superpowers. Here, neutrality 

still makes sense as a national security policy aimed at reassuring both 

parties that neither will have access to Finnish or Swedish territory. 

The Nordic view does not exclude understanding of changes on the European 

continent but there is a deep concern with Soviet and Russian developments 

which could make the Nordic neighbourhood a very windy place. 
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Despite the particular Nordic perspective terminology is changing. When 

the new Swedish government presented its programme to the Swedish parliament 

the word neutrality was not used - the term was non- or,perhaps more correctly, 

not-alignment ("alliansfrihet"). There is still a"hard core" unaffected 

by the changing European landscape: Swedish security and defence remains 

a national concern, alliance membership is inconceivable. How the lines will 

be drawn, for example in terms of security cooperation, peace-keeping or 

even peace-enforcement operations within a developing and unionizing European 

Community of which Sweden now plans to be a member, remains to be seen -

when we reach these bridges. 

"Neutrality" has been far more than a specific government policy - it has 

been a part of the identity of a group of European countries, each unique in 

its historical experience. "Swedish" and "neutral" have been thought of as 

synonymous. Historically, however, Swedish foreign policy has had two com

ponents in the 20th century: on the one hand, "Alleingang", national defence 

and neutrality; on the other hand, international solidarity, as defined 

most explicitly during the Leaguepf Nations years of the 1920~s - when 

"neutrality" was quite clearly seen as a fall back or reserve position. En

tering a new world, post Cold War neutrality, would thus not necessarily 

be against the traditions of SWedish foreign (and security) policy. 

We are now in a phase of transition from the Cold War order to something 

else, we do not quite knoH what. This is also a period of §!ducation - both 

fer the neutrals and for those aligned (or formerly aligned) . An ironic 

t\Vist of the developing relationship between NATO and the former East 

European seems the possible creation of a "forum" or "council" for the 

former enemies - while the neutrals will stay outside. In that sense, 

to be outside this possibly new NATO mechanism would define the continuing 

status of the "neutrals". How this will be combined with the developing 

CSCE structure and a future European architecture is another of the 

growing number of uncertainties with which not only the neutrals are con

fronted. 

The Gulf war - in which the European neutrals hardly played a distinguished 

role - challenged old thinking also among them; in the Swedish debate 

there was a tendency to talk about neutrality and about "parties to a 

conflict" despite the fact that this was a conflict between the UN, the 

international community, (an~ I~ the ,l<>.tt~r"party" had no legitimate 

case at all. 
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European neutralities have different roots. SWedish neutrality has never 

been understood as permanent in the sense that neutralities guaranteed through 

international treaties could be said to be. The SWedish position.was always 

seen as something for SWeden itself to define. If permanent neutrality is 

not the case then neutrality has to be defined in relationship to something. 

Here the issue in the North has been and still remains strategic stability. 

And this is not seen as incompatible with integration and the common 

interests and security of a widening and deepening Community. 

What remains to be discussed is whether the present European situation -

or conceivable developments arising therefrom - could entrust the European 

neutrals, to the extent that they still see themselves as such or are seen 

by others in that way, with particular tasks in the building of a new European 

security order. The Swedes and the Finns are likely to see themselves as 

having a special role vis-a-vis the Baltic republics - which is again ironic 

given the past history of Russian-SWedish/Finnish fighting over these 

same lands. Investment and aid programmes will be forthcoming from the 

Nordic countries to the Baltic republics. Whether there is a similar neutral 

role in Central and Eastern Europe is more doubtful. In the Balkan conta't, 

re Yugoslavia, Austria is less likely to be seen as neutral. The possibili

ties remain to be analysed for special neutral roll-acting. 

In the early phases of East and Central European emancipation from the 

Stalin empire various sch~ef8¥g~e~tag cordon sanitaire from the North 

Cape to the Black and Mediterranean Seas that would include both the old 

neutrals and a growing nurrber of new neutrals, including all of the Warsaw 

Pact except the Soviet Union, With the desintegration of the 

Soviet Union itself, further candidates would seem possible to identify. 

Enthusiasm for this grand scale neutralization project seems, however, at 

least in the SWedish discussion, to have faded, the new project instead 

being based on the idea of an ever-widening Community. 

Our main scenario for the future, whether in Brussels, Stockholm or Vienna, 

remains a European structure centered on the "Community" as a dynamic 

concept. In an all-European integration process "neutrality" can only 

appear a temporary device, part of a transition regime as a means of 

reassurance and confidence-building until that moment comes when we are 

ready to dispose of the old insurance policies. We must 7 however, also 

think in terms of alternative scenarios - different Europes - without that 

thinking preventing us from working full strength for the success of the 

integration process. Here, there may remain a Hamlet-like dilemma for 

the neutrals - old thinking to be overcome. 

_______ ._· ., ---~ . ....... _~--:"'- "': 
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Maciej Perczynski 

THE EUROPEAN POLICIES OF EASTER~ AND CENTRAL 

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

The collapse of socialism In· the countries of Central and Eastern 

Europe Is undoubtedly the most important historical event of the close of 

the 20th century. It Is a fact of not only national and regional, but also 

worldwide significance. Though it is still hard to say how the gap left by 

the disintegration of this system will be filled, one thing Is obvious: it 

spells the rise of a totally new pattern of International interdependences 

on all three of their planes: the political, the economic and the military. 

The consequences of this process are likely to vary through time. In the 

long run there will probably emerge a completely new world order with the 

dimensions of a whole new era In history. But In the Intermediate periods, 

we might well witness developments that threaten to destab!l!ze and 

d !sorgan !ze In terna t Iona l relations rather than produce stab le conditions. 

The .qualitative change that has already taken place In the structure of 

international relations Is that the fall of the social!st system marks the 

end of an epoch of International security based on East-West confrontation 

and military equilibrium. The confrontational system of international 

security Is clearly evolving towards a cooperative system.' An immediate 

possibility of military confrontation between East and West has ceased to 

be ttle chief bearing In quests for institutional formulas that can help to 

ensure world peace. 

But have these new circumstances made the.world a safer place? There 

is no question that the risk of global conflict has now been largely 

eliminated. On the other hand, it is evident that the chief source of 

threats has shifted from the sphere of international relations (especially 

at the glob a 1 !eve I> to that of reg Iona I, loca I and na t Iona I dangers. Here 

the changes in progress are creating areas of contradiction and conflict. 

that are by rio means isolated from the configuration of world relations. 

Particular attention should be drawn to the following elements In the new 

situation. 
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First, the new system of cooperative security now taking shape Is 

incapable In the short term of creating the necessary instruments of 

cooperation. Lack of compatlblllty between economic systems, an obstacle 

that cannot in the nature of thl~gs be removed overnight, means that In 

the sphere of economic cooperation <and this has to form the mater la 1 

substance of a cooperative security system) no rapid and radical change 

can be expected. The old nexus of ties has ceased to exist; a new one has 

yet to arise In Its place. As a result Is that the scale of cooperation 

between the two segments of the world system known as East and West Is 

contracting rather than, as it should be, expanding. This is also due to 

downturns In economic activity and recession In the postsociallst countries 

that have nothing to do with the pattern of world. relations, but are an 

lnevl table by-product of systemic transformations and part of their social 

costs. In these circumstances the historic breakthrough In the sphere of 

polltlcal rapprochement between Eastern and Western Europe goes hand in 

hand with a further deepening of the economic gulf between the two halves 

of the continent. This widening East-West gap could seriously jeopardize 

progress In the sphere of political rapprochement since it Is a sui generis 

source of potential conflict. 

Secondly, the systemic transformations In Central and Eastern Europe, 

although proceeding In the right direction and of historic significance, 

are growing out of a badly devastated soil. Leaving aside any attempt· to 

di-aw up an overall balance sheet of the past forty years in Central and 

Eastern Europe, one thing can be said beyond all doubt: the societies of 

these countries have been profoundly crippled by the system under which 

they lived and which was not of their choosing. As well as triggering an 

explosion of freedom and opening up prospects of building a democratic 

system the fall of soclallsm also brought to the surface of social llfe all 

the things which had been kept firmly suppressed. beneath the carapace of 

totalitarianism and Its Ideology. Thus along with such noble Ideals as 

constructing' a civil society and plans for creating a system of social and 

economic relations measuring up to the achievements of contemporary 

civilization, there have also appeared programs and ambitions that are a 

contradiction of the aims that Inspired the overthrow of the old system.'" 
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A typical example is the violent resurgence of nationalist, xenophobic 

and, not infrequently, antisemit!c tendencies. !n this same category 

belong populist currents of irrational egalitarianism and Ideological 

and religious Intolerance. It would of course be an oversimplification 

to say. that all these phenomena were engendered by the old system and 

that the new conditions only brought them into the open. Nevertheless 

there is no disputing the fact that the severance of Eastern and 

. Central Europe from the mainstream of c!villzatlonal progress in the 

world created a congenial ~oil for the germination of various social 

deformities. The notorious dissonance between profession and practice 

typical of totalitarian Ideologies was perfect nourishment for the 

growth of such deformities. Central and Eastern Europe is not the sole 

breeding ground of all sorts of ailments of ·the social organism nor 

does a democratic system automatically mean their eradica.Uon by demo

car!tc means. So their emergence at a time of systemic transformations 

need not In Itself have been a cause for concern. What Is immensely 

disturbing, however, Is that the Impulse has come from a deterioration 

in the living standards of a vast majority of society, polarization of 

levels of life and growth of Income disparities. This Is a situation 

which fuels moods of popular 'frustration and encourages phenomena 

which in normal conditions would remain marginal but In the context of 

the changes In progress could develop into social movements capable of 

destabillzlng the process of systemic transformations. The threat here 

does~not come In the first place from forces associated with the old 

regime <the new populism Is Invariably anticommunistl, though they. 

too, are not averse to making what capital they can. It may be that my 

judgement of these processes is too strongly coloured by the situation 

In Poland where the victory in the 1990 presidential election of the 

demagogic populist Tymll'i'ski over Tadeusz Mazowiecki, the legendary 

leader· of the purest current _of the Solidarity movement, and the 

incredibly _prim! tlve and antediluvian views paraded by some of the 

parties competing in the 1991 parliamentary election are symptoms of a 

trend which Is already alarming and could become even more dangerous 

in the future. The destabilization of Yugoslavia is an example of an 

attempt to deal by force with problems of a different kind but these, 
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too, have their source in the legacy of the old regime which left the 

nationality question unresolved. 

I feel it is essential to draw attention to these two factors 

since the contribution of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe 

to the shaping of a new Europe and a new wor Id order will depend on 

the extent to which the obs tac 1 es described above can be overcome. 

They have less to do with choice of long-range strategic options. 

<since that choice has in effect already been made) than with the 

ability to surmount the ,barriers to attainment of these strategic 

objectives. These could interfere with or even,wholly.destabilize the 

course of systemic transformations. Each of the countries concerned 

has in this respect its own traditions and its own specific short-term 

goals."" That makes it hard to talk of any common European policy 

pursued by these countries or of a common attitude t.o the creation of 

a new world order. If, however, we pass over the Soviet Union whose 

problems add up to a major political, social and economic topic in 

themselves and try to pinpoint the main bearings in· the policies of 

the countries of Central Europe which will determine their place in 

Europe and the world it seems possible to single out a number of 

strategic tasks with which these countries will be confronted in their 

drive to consolidate the positive trends in the process of change and 

secure a strong position in the emergent system of regional and global 

relations. 

Among these tasks the following stand out: 

1. Acceleration of systemic transformations as a precondition of 

stimulation of economic growth and construction of democratic 

social and government institutions; 

2. Shortening of the route to the European Communiti~s; 

3. Ensurance of a proper place in the international security 

system and especially its military structures; 

4. Development of an appropriate system of subregional ties and 

broader participation in the world economy. 

1. Acceleration of systemic tranbsformations. Acceleration and 

radicalization of reform are now the watchwords most frequently 

...... . . 
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invoked by all political forces in the postsocialist countries. That 

is understandable since the lack of visible progress towards the 

changes for the better promised by the new governments are the chief 

spource of popular discontent. With the ·benefit of two years hindsight 

it ls clear that the difficulties Involved in systemic transformations 

have turned out to be much greater than ant l c I pated. They have been 

encountered In a large number of areas. Here I w!ll focus only on 

those that are directly connected with the international social and 

economic ties of the group of countries in question. The most ser.ious 

logjams appear to have arisen in the sphere of changes in the property 

structure. 4
· These oi course are the decisive factor In making systems 

compatible and so forming new international lnterdependences. First 

and foremost, it has been found that privatization cannot be carried 

out as swiftly as nationalization was in the past. All that was 

required in the latter case was a single piece of legislation, whereas 

effective privatization or even reprivatization entails a lengthy 

process of construction of a capital market, creation of new 

management structures and a new banking, financial and credit system. 

It is, therefore, a process which, though central to economic policy, 

cannot be forced through precipitately. ·Jn the light of this all 

schemes for a one-off distribution of .property among the public or 

free issues of fictitious shares and securities are demagogic gimmicks 

which, if followed through, could only lead to chaos and deep regress 

in economic development. Moreover, the process of privatization cannot 

be made subject to one-sided Ideological options since there is then a 

danger of losing sight of what is still ·the dominant feature of the 

present structure of the economy. By this I primarily mean the public 

sector which in the new conditions. has been pushed into a situation of 

complete rundown and collapse. In the period of systemic. transforma

tions 'pub! i c sec tor' cannot be tree ted as a dIrty word or there will 

shortly be few assets left that are still privatizable. The public 

sector cannot, .unfortunately, be 'abolished'. That was done in the 

past with the private sector and, though even easier, the consequences 

in the final analysis were disastrous. One has, therefore, to agree 

with the warnings that inordinate acceleration of owne.rship changes 
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will indeed produce capitalism- but with a bolshevik, not human face. 

In an overheated political atmosphere commercialization of the public 

sector as a preliminary but fndispensible phase of privatization is 

having a very uphi)l passage, falling foul of the difficulties that 

are always produced by a state of uncertainty and lack of prospects. 

Acceleration of change should, therefore, be chiefly a matter of 

developing a sound platform for stimulating economic activity in all 

sectors so that privatization can go forward in a context of develop

ment, not degradation, expansion not recession. 

Another field in which the lessons of the past two years offer 

food for thought is the functioning of the market under conditions of 

systemic transformations. This is .a sphere in which we still seem to 

be harbouring many unjustified illusions which it is time to start 

shedding. It Is now takenfor granted that a marker1s an indispensible 

condition of effective systemic transformations."' Socialism tried to 

manage without one. History has demonstrated that economic development 

can dispense with socialism, but not with a market. The creation of 

market relatIons. In the major! ty of the postcommunist countries of 

Central Europe represents, therefore, a historic breakthrough for the 

first period of systemic transformations. In Poland that was done 

radically: by drastic and. painful, but effective shock therapy. It is 

now coming in for increasingly widespread criticism and repudiation of 

Balcerowicz,- ·the architect of Poland's market _reform, has become 
... ·~· 

almost the done thing. 1 do not subscribe to this criticism, though 1 

would ·be reluctant to recommend such shock treatment as a universal 

remedy. In Poland 1t was feasible because a radical overhaul of price 

structures and incomes policy was undertaken in a situation in which 

the inevitable hardships and sacrifices involved for c·ould ~e counter

balanced by achievements "in the political sphere. Recovery of 

independence and formation of the first noncommunist government, one 

which commanded poupular trust, were compensati-ons that enabled the 

operation to be performed without protest from the public and with its 

full understanding. For devising and carrying through an efficacious 

method of transformation Balcerowicz deserves to be commended, not 

-·. 
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condemned. Not that his program was free of any major shortcomings as 

social practise subsequently brought to light since it was not long 

before the flaws In the doctrine on which the program was based began 

to make themselves felt. Its basic premise was that creation of a 

market is no.t only a necessary but also a sufficient condition of 

continued progress in systemic transformations. Though it would be an 

obvious oversimplification to say that the further course of events 

was left in the control of the free play of market forces and the 

'invisible hand', the fac,t is that the extent of government inter

vention was restricted, in accordance with the IMF philosophy, chiefly 

to regulation of the money· market. It was thought that this would be 

enough to cause. both supply and demand to react as required. Life has 

shown that in the specific circumstances of systemic transformations 

the projected direction and effectiveness of spontaneous reactions do 

not tally with the asssumptions and expectations of the doctrine. The 

market proved a necessary but insufficient condl tlon of progress in 

systemic change. It seems a fair conclusion that this 'insufficiency' 

derives from a deliberate abdication of the !ntervent!onary and 

regulatory role of government.'' The formula adopted was what l 

believe to be the mistaken one of limiting the function of the state 

to an absolutely ind!spens!ble minimum. However, it is only market!za

t!on of economic relations that creates proper opportunities for 

!nterventionary and regulatory measures consistent w! th the alms of 

economic policy. For both the chances and the necessity of inter

vention are !~creased: it Is hard to expect the old components of the 

national economy <enterprises> which are products of a totally 

different era to be capable on finding themselves in a market environ

ment·of the reactions that can be counted on In a market economy with 

established trad! tions and mechanisms. lt is, therefore, my· opinion 

that the call for acceleration should also apply to development of an 

intervention mechanism. Its role in economic life will have .to keep 

growing at least until such time as a completely new degree of 

economic maturity and a thorough remodelling of its structure have 

been achieved. 
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Lastly, there Is the third factor which has to do with the scale 

and direction of external assistance. Its role In the different stages 

of systemic transformations varies. In the countries which were the 

first to go down this road, that is, Poland, Hungary and Czecho

slovakia, 1 t performed a very Important function, taking the form of 

aid essential to tiding them over the hardest period of shortages. It 

will without a doubt help to ease the difficulties facing the 

republics that have recovered Independence as a result of the breakup 

of the Soviet llnlon. The c9untrles of Central and Eastern Europe have 

this stage far behind them and external assistance, though still badly 

needed, must serve different purposes. It Is still frequently repeated 

that the West does not appreciate the changes taking place In the east 

of Europe and Is falling to give them adequate support. No doubt this· 

Is true as far as it goes, but taking a realistic view of the 

situation I cannot see the West's commitment to humanitarian aid to an 

ever growing number of countri_es being substantially Increased. Not, 

for that matter, that it Is humanitarian aid that ls needed. What is 

becoming Increasingly vital Is Western Involvement In fostering mutu

ally profitable parternshlp between the postsocialist countries and 

Europe and the war Id. Here 1 t Is not ·direct assistance but development 

of appropriate condi tlons for trade,. ·Industrial participation and 

cooperation In the capital market _.that ca·n be of· basic significance to 

the pace of systemic transformations and economic stabll!zatlon In the 

count-ries of this region. This problem Is a subject of wide-ranging 

international discussion and action by various global and regional 

institutions. However, in my opinion, the factor of crucial Importance 

to speeding up ownershl p changes and turning round recession Is an 

Influx of foreign capital for the restructuring and revitalization of 

Industry. This Is not a question of Improving the terms and expanding 

the volume of development loans. Foreign credit Is becoming Increas

Ingly tight. and the postsociallst countries' ability to absorb it 

effectively Is still Inadequate. What they need Is not so much direct 

credit support as foreign capital prepared to become Involved In 

expansion oflndustrlal enterprises in its o~o~n Interest, not by way of 

'assistance'. The countries of Central and Eastern Europe are now an 
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extremely attraction area for capital expansion: they represent a huge 

market and have considerable resources of relatively high-skilled and 

cheap labour. Conditions exist, therefore, that offer foreign 

investment a significant 'comparative advantage' over the traditional 

capital export regions. In spite of that the flow of direct ·investment 

and the scale of joint ventures are very_ meagre and have contributed 

little to the restructuring .of industry in these countries. It is not 

hard to account for this. The basic obstacle is the still high risk 

factor. 7 Foreign investo'rs are not yet convinced that their funds 

will be committed to stabilized economies where there is no danger of 

upheavals and market dislocations exposing them to losses. Another 

barrier Is a social climate that still tends to deter investment. 

F'ears are frequently voiced in these countries that their weakness 

will be a temptation to foreign capital to come and buy out their 

economies. This is a significant political factor which impedes the 

enactment of legislation opening the door wider to foreign investment. 

The real problem is not that foreign cap! tal might come and buy out 

the national wealth but that it is staying away and not participating 

in the restructuring and expansion of industrial capacities. Neither 

of these obstacles are insuperable. Fears of investment risks could be 

basically reduced by the establishment of an appropriate system of 

guarantees by both governments and international financial and banking 

institutions for which the methods of operation In this field are 

familiar territory. The example of some of the newly industrialized 

nations of South-East Asia <Korea In particular) is evidence that a 

properly developed system of Investment guarantees Is a powerful spur 

<material and psychological) to Influxes of capital. This is a 'sphere 

that has been totally neglected in relations· between the West and the 

countri~sof Central and Eastern Europe. F'or th~ir ~art popula( fears 

of threats to the national interests arisi-ng out of foreign investment 

on any substantial scale are being gradually dispelled by life itself 

and positive experiences of the re~ults of capital cooperation. Inter

nationalization of capital is one· of the more important features of 

every modern economy and a major stage In civilizational progress. The 

public In the postsociallst countries is coming to terms with this 

. ' 
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truth and realizes that adoption of new patterns of behaviour Is one 

of the preconditions of becoming part of Europe and the mainstream of 

world c!v!l!zat!on. 

2. Shortening the route to the European Communities. The fastest 

possible progress towards membership of the European Community is the 

principal_ strategic foreign policy objective of the majority of the 

countries of Central Europe.~ This is only natural since for a number 

of years the EEC has been Europe's economic centre of gravity and 

close Integration wl th th,!s locus is a goal pursued not only by the 

postsoclal!st countries. The prospect of becoming part of the European 

Community enjoys immense popular support in Central Europe. 'Return 

to' or • joining' Europe are phrases that acquired great political 

resonance almost as soon as systemic transformations were launched. In 

the intervening two years assessments of the chances of attaining this 

goal have become far more realistic. At first 'joining Europe' seemed 

to be the solution to all the problems of reform. Under strong 

pressure from public opinion some countries (e.g. Hungary) even 

submitted official applications for EEC member-ship. They could not be 

accepted. Today the limitations and barriers to rapid integration with 

Europe are much more clearly perceived. A belief Is also growing that 

any premature measures could hurt both sides since there can be no 

doubt that the basic requirement ·for joining the European Community is 

systemic compatibility. For the. whole process of European integration 

according to the most effective, which is the one adopted by the EEC, 

the automatic extension of the area of the Community to economies with 

a relatively low degree of market system maturity would be disastrous 

and wholly contrary to the requirements of the present stage of West 

European integration. This ental Is construction of a single market 

< 1992> which is synonymous with a far-reaching deepening of 

integration processes in both the economic and political spheres. For 

a great ma.ny reasons the countries of Central Europe have a stake 

in the success of this process. A single market offers them new trade 

creation opportunities. Consolidation of the political unity of the 

Community is equally vital and beneficial. For the neighbours of 
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Germany an important consideration is the fact that their western 

borders will be borders not only with the German state but also with 

an united and politically integrated Europe. lt also has to be said 

that premature incorporation of th~ economies of Central Europe into 

the EEC would be extremely damaging to many branches of production in 

the postsocialist countries. They would unable to withstand the corn

petItion of Western Europe's high-powered Industry and agriculture, 

which would spell the raid demise of basic areas of the economy. The 

economic dislocations In, the eastern half of Germany that followed 

unification are a telling example of the dangers Inherent In such a 

situation. Germany will cope, but Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary 

which do not have eponymous opposl te numbers in western Europe would 

have to rely on their own frail resources. If hasty and premature 

decisions would be unfortunate all round, lack of prospects or an 

unduly protracted process of integration with Western Europe would 

have equally dramatic consequences. Thus the optimum solution seems to 

be association status and efforts to make the most of its privileges 

and, no less Important, obligations. For the accepted model of associ

ation creates an asymmetrical approach to the question of opening up 

markets that Is favourable to the countries of Central Europe. At the 

same time lt holds out prospects of advimcing towards pan-European 

Integration as systemic compatibility Is gradually achieved. 

Definition of the conditions of further progress in this field is of 

cruc'i'ill importance in signpost ing and disc lplining changes in the 

market systems and economic mechanisms of the countries of Central 

Europe. I doubt that anything better can be tho'!ght of for the moment 

and it can only be hoped that the conditions of association will be 

observed by both sides ·and the process of association embrace a 

steadily growing number.of pos:sociali~t countries. 

3. Construction or· n·ew securi.ty :structures. If in the economic 

sphere a proper formula has now been devised for the. integration of 

the Central European coun tr 1 es with Europe the quest ion of the mode 1 

and guarantees of military security still remains open. In Central 

Europe there has arisen a kind of 'security vacuum'. The disbandment 
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of the Warsaw Treaty Organization that was the Inevitable result of 

the political and systemic changes In this part of the world has 

created a situation In which the former Treaty members have been left 

stranded outside any system of alliances. Though none of them are at 

present threatened and all welcomed the collapse of the old system of 

military ties (which was simultaneously a system of political 

dependence), prolongation of this state of affairs Is not In the long 

run possible. 

' As I wrote earlier, the world Is In no danger today of a global 

conflict, but regional tensions and the question inarks hanging over 

the outcome of the process of systemic transformations In the Soviet 

Union do not give the countries of Central Europe the sense of 

security that Is essential to development In all areas of social life. 

Uncertain prospects prevent the countries of this region from framing 

an effective defence doctrine, while neutrality or nonal!gnement is 

not in the present circumstances a viable option. There can be no 

doubt that, despite the disbandment of the Warsaw Treaty, NATO will 

continue to perform the basic function of an organization watching 

over International secur! ty. So the simplest and most loog!cal solu

tion would be for the newly Independent countries of Central Europe to 

join the NATO defence system. Small wonder then that proposals to this 

effect are belngcontinuelly advanced by significant po-11 tlcal forces 

In Central Europe. The response from NATO has not been positive. I see 
~·~ . 

little reason for surprise at this: extension of NATO territory to the 

borders of a Soviet Union In process of transformet Ion end Its once 

constituent but now again Independent republlcswould not" be a step 

welcome or approved in Russia and the other sovereign republics of the 

former Soviet Union. It would not advance the proper de.velopment of 

either global structure structures or relations between the republics 

that. have hived off from the Soviet Union end the countries of Central 

and Western Europe. Instead, therefore, of Ineffectual bids to join 

NATO, the countries of Central Europe are tending more and more often 

to enter Into Intensive cooperation with this organization In all 

possible fields. This Includes action aimed at strengthening the 
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defense capablll ty of their armed services, that Is, cooper at Ion In 

officer training and participation In rearmament and organization. If 

anything is to come of the long-term plans for joining NATO, a certain 

level of compatibility of military systems has to be attained .. For 

moves in this direction there is broad scope for initiatives which 

nothing and bodboy should obstruct. On the other hand, construction of 
-

institutionalized military structures should be transferred to another 

sphere. It Is likely that progress ·in the political integration of 

West ern Europe will 

m! I i tary structures. 

be accompanied by the creatIon of new European 
' 

In terms of the Interests of the countries of 

Central Europe it would be best if these were buttresses of, not 

alternatives to, NATO. In such a situation institutionalization of the 

countries of Central Europe's mi I I tary ties with West European 

structures would represent a huge step twoards the forging of bonds of· 

alliance capable of ensuring proper conditions of national and inter

national security in this region. Given the unpredlctability of the 

course of social and political processes in Central and Eastern 

Europe, formalization of military ties would also beof considerable 

significance for the control of conflicts which at this point in time 

it is Impossible to foresee. This Is all the more necessary in view of 

the inevitably dwindling trust placed in the old structures. The 

Conference on Security and Cooperation .in Europe, which to my mind 

still has many P.~rposes to serve, no longer enjoys the same degree of 

· pres:t.lge, social support and trust ·that It once commanded. Despite the 

breakthrough achieved at the Paris sumroi t in 1990, it remains an 

institution associated In the poular association with the period of 

coexistence, not a new world order. That lends all the more weight to 

initiatives aimed at creating new security structures, especially in 

the military sphere, within the framework of the CSCE pr"ocess. From 

this point of view very serios consideration needs to be given to the 

recent Poli~h proposal tabled at the meeting of CSCE representatives 

in Prague <24 October 1991) for the establishment of a joint CSCE 

peacekeeping force. 
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4. Lastly there is the fourth problem connected with the 

endeavours of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe to establish 

a new pan-European order: subreg!onal cooperation in Central and 

Eastern Europe. It can be said with absolute conviction that the road 

to the European Community will not be made shorter by a complete dis

rupt !on of economic ties and cooperation between the countries of 

Central and Eastern Europe. No one wi 11 of co~rse shed any tears over 

the demise of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance since it is 

an organization which ha7 left a very negative mark on the economic 

history. of the region. However, with lt there also collapsed a whole 

system of subregional ties, which has led to a drastic decline in eco

nomic relations between the former member countries. Estimates put it 

at 40 per cent over the last two years. This has had a disastrous 

influence on the economic development of the countries In question. 

For many branches of Industry and agriculture there is no hope in the 

short run of finding alternative outlets for economic expansion. Many, 

too, face complete bankruptcy as result of the severance of the old· 

ties. Nor has much been gained from the changes made In the forms of 

settlements and commercial contacts. There Is of course no need to 

regret the elimination from the payments system of the 'transferable 

ruble', a unit of .account which totallly distorted cost-effectiveness 

calculations and was an affront to the basic principles of commerce. 

It has now been replaced by convertible currencies and settlements 

iink.ed to world prices. Introduction of convertible currency settle

ments, though right in long-run terms, has, however, created a 

situation in which each country tries in de.al!ngs with its partners to 

sell the maximum and buy the minimum for convertible currencies. This 

fact in itself acts as a brake to the growth of trade. Meanwhile eco

nomic recession and the problems of overcoming both the objective and 

subjective costs of systemic transformations are making the public 

increasingly less wi ll!ng to sustain sacrifices and hardships. It 

seems, therefore, a matter of extreme importance to break the deadlock 

in economic relations between the postsocialist countries of Central 

Europe and the Soviet Union. There are chances of doing so, but their 

translation into practice is extremely difficult for political, 
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technical and even psychological reasons: understandable suspicions 

have grown up between the former CMEA members. It seems that their 

shared past and experience of socialist integration are more of wedge 

than a bond. Yet for many years to come the postsoclallst countries 

will be wrestling with similar transformation problems. In spite of 

everything they will be linked by that common past when the design of 

their economic was predicated on easy access to each others' markets. 

A rapid sw! tch to Western markets Is simply not possible because of 

the shape of their >;roduc t ion fac ill ties, let alone their 

technological and quality standards. That makes it necessary to devise 

sensible interim arrangements and take advantage of the 

complementariness of their economies. But that requires looking for 

specific forms of exchange and synchronizing measures aimed .at a 

thorough remodelling of the mechanisms of international cooperation. 

All of this should be an inducement to· developing institutional forms 

of subregional linkages with· a wholly new rationale. 

In my opinion, construction of subreg!onal cooperation institu

tions of a new type in Central Europe should be based on the following 

principles. In contrast to the tasks and aims of the CMEA, which were 

coordination of production targets and conclusion of agreements on 

reciprocal supplies, the new organization should concentrate on an 

orchestration of the conditions of trade. that enables economic rela

t'ions: t~: be. put .oh a. full market footing as quickly as possible. This 

means"devising by means of consultation commercial policy instruments 

which further an intens!fiicatlon of the flow of goods, services and 

capital between different countries. The principal elements In this 

arsenal should be tariffs policy, means of settlement, exchange rates, 

and the price-determining components of economic policy. A typical 

example of this last category is the mett}.odology of tax assessment. 

Complete arbl trarlness and discrepancy In this area will lead to the 

possibility·of framing proper terms of International competition. 

The new subregionalcooperatlon organization should not- be 

equipped with any obligotry decision-making powers of a supranational 

character. This Is not to question the principle of swpranat!onalism 
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as such In the process of subreglonal Integration. The growth of 

International lnterdependences at a certain stage raise the necessity 

of limiting sovereign national powers In the Interests of the grouping 

as a whole. But that Is not the point In the process of multilateral 

cooperation In Central and Eastern Europe since In the case of the 

postsoclallst countries subreglonal cooperation Is not an· end Itself 

but only a means to a different strategic end. This objective Is the 

admission of these countries to West European integration and the con

version thereby of subreglonal Integration Into a pan-European 

process. An ordering of relations on the subreg!onal plane Is, there

fore, In the final analysis a means of opening these countries to the 

world, not of locking them up In the old structures of depemdence to 

which there can no longer be any return . 

-·:. -~·-·-;-·· ..... . --~--:;-:-:···-·· 
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35 years ago, the Hungarian Prime Minister Imre Nagy 
declared the neutral status of Hungary and called upon 

the United Nations and the Great Powers to accept and 

guarantee this neutrality. It was a desperate move by 

the Hungarian revolutionary government on the st of 

November 1956, in the face of advancing Soviet troops 

preparing an attack against the Hungarian capital. 

Neutrality was declared one and a half years after the 

Warsaw Treaty had bee~ signed, of which Hungary J1ad 

become a party. The decision to leave the military 

organization had strong popular support, because it 

was widely 

interests. 

believed that it was against Hungarian 

However, the declaration of neutrality could not hold 

up the Soviet military intervention and the imposition 

of a new government on Hungary. That experience was the 

source of an important cone l us ion, namely, that 

neutrality cannot be a realistic foreign policy option 

without firm international guarantees. 

In the period between 1956 and 1989 neutrality was a 

kind of political taboo in Hungary, though many people 

considered it as a desirable political status. An 

unexpected public discussion was initiated in February 

1989 by a statement of the Soviet academic Bogomolov, 

who stated, that Hungary may leave the Warsaw Treaty 

without any damage to the security of the Soviet Union. 

Having analyzed the possible motives behind this 

statement, we came to the conclusion, that it waB meant 

to demonstrate the seriousness of the changes in the 

foreign and security policy of the 

Eastern E'urope. The speech by made 

in the General Assembly of the 

Soviet Union toward 

president Gorbachev 

United Nations in 



., 
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December 1988 was the first major signal in this regard. 
~urir1g the year of 1989 leading Soviet politicians 

indicated On a number of occasions that Eastern European 

allies were completely free in deciding their political 

and economic systems. 

The Bogomolov sta~ent, and especially its r·eference to 

a possible Hungarian neutrality e11courag~d public 

debates. The opposit~cn parties~ which started their 

a~tivi·ties nationwide that year, jcined the debate. 

Representatives of the government proposed a cautious 

approach. They argued, that until ~he CFE agreement was 

signed, and the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary 

was complsted, Hungary should not leave the Warsaw 

Treaty. They also said that the Warsaw Treaty was going 

to collapse very sofon, there was no need for any 

unilateral Hungarian action which might adversely effect 

the European balance. 

The opposition was divided. Some were in favor of 

immediate withdrawal from the Warsaw Treaty, others 

advocated a more gradual course of action. Western 

politicians and people from academic circles also 
suggested a more cautious strategy. Since the elections 

in March 1990 were won by the Hungarian Democratic 

Forum, ~th i eh fo 11 owed the more cal:lt i ol:is 1 i ne in 

connection with the Warsaw Treaty, the democratically 

elected new Hungarian Government acted in harmony with 

the other member states ~n the dissolution of the 

organization. Since the summer of 1991 former members of 

the WTO have in fact been neutral without having 

declared it. They are not members of any defense or 

security organizations and they have a lot of 

uncertainties concerning their security. 
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The 
. . he«1.-o.l•t'J . 

quest;on of Hunganan s:;>cllr~':y has emerged aga;n in 
the course of the discussion of tl1e Hungarian - Soviet 

bilat-eral treaty. The Soviet side insisted upon the 

inclusion of a security paragraph in the treaty, which 

would prevent any of the parties from joining a third 

organization perceived by the other party as a hostile 

one. Hungary, of course, could not accept this demand 

because it would have bee11 a restriction of 

sovereignty. This SQviet clainl '~as dropped immediately 

after ths failure of the military coup in August tt1is 

year. 

During the debates on the Hungarian-Soviet bilateral 

agreement it became clear,. that the Soviet side would 

have preferred a neutral status not only for Hungary, 

but also for Poland and Czechoslovakia. Soviet party 

bureaecrats, through the press, expressed criticism cf 

the trilateral cooperation of Poland, Czechoslovakia and 

Hungary and proposed a Soviet-Finnish type cooperation. 

It became clear at this point, why professor Bogomolov 

raised the issue of Hungarian neutrality in early 1989. 

~Y the beginning of 1991 it became obvious that on the 

demand of the military leaders the Soviet government 

wanted tc turn its former allies into a neutral buffer 

zone. 

Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary rejected the Soviet 

demand, because they saw the restriction of their 

sovereignty in it. However, for unkown reasons, Rumania 

accepted the proposed security paragraph and signed the 

treaty. Now, after the failed military coup, they want 

to reopen the discussion and change that paragraph. 

In the new situation the option of neutrality is 
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becoming less attractive and less realistic for Hungary. 
Firstly, because in the past decades the idea of being 

neutral expressed a desire to get out of the sphere of 

the influence of the Soviet Union, and this goal has 

been achie~ed by other means. Secondly, Hungary does not 

have the economic potential to support armed forces, 

which are necessary in/ a neutral state to defend 

itself. Thirdly, in our ooinior1 the meaning of 
neutrality is qucl<ly v:hanging in 

period, and it wciuld be unwise to commit ourselves to 

something today which might change considerai::iy 
tomorrow. Fourthly, the principal foreign policy goal of 

Hungary is to join the Western European organizations, 

first of all the European Community. The Hungarian 

government has already expressed its readiness to 

cooperate not only in economic, but also in foreign 

policy and security fields as well. A declared neutral 

status may cause further difficulties 1n this very 

complicated process. 

After the collapse of the WTO and CMEA a vacuum has been 

created in Eastern Europe from the point of view of the 

European security system. Thol::lgh many specialists 

contest this notion saying, that what happened is 
exactly the opposite, a normal situation, the 

sovereignty of a number of countries has been restored; 

but both sides agree on the proposal, that new risks, 

new sources of danger have emerged in this transitional 

situation. There is a general agreement that economic 

crisis and nationality conflicts are the most acute 

dangers. The countries of the region can answer~ these 

challenges only if they cooperate with each other and 

with Western European integrations. This is a period, 

when conflicts must not be solved with military force, 
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but with cooperation 
war in. Yugoslavia 

I believe, 
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in every sphere. The tragic civil 
is a serious warning sign 1n this 

that cooperation should not be regard. 

blocked even with such noble concepts as 
neutrality. 
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REGIONAL COOPERATION IN THC SOUTH-EASf EURUP~: CHALLENGE OF 

THE LI'.ST DECADE OF rHE '20TH CENTIIRY' 

We are wit.nas&.a,; of une):pe,tedly qLiir.k and deep 

c:h.an9es .1.n the Danubian region r:1nd in Eui'"OpE 1 and they e:tll 

open new po~Gibilities to u~, possibj11tl~S 

full -form~ of cccpRrat.l.on among t:.ount:.r~es 

for 

...... J.. 
various 

~e.opLes 
and 
wi..a 

live in tho> o .. nubia':' r .. gion. 1 t goes ...,; thout saying that 

this naw climate opens;. ngw space-=- numerous non-

convRnticnal models of ~cop~ration not nnly ~n the Danubi~n 

region but inter-rQgion.;a.lly too. In ~D'ying so -we have, first 

o"f all, ,1.n mind tha linking of var:iot~c::. mode-ls of cooperation 

already existing in the nar"'rower or brQMdQr surroundinos of 

Yugoslavia, a~ ar~ 11 Hexaqotl~l Cooperation··, the cocp~ration 

of BalkoJ1 countries~ "Alp~ Adria", MnU +ftt. s~mi lar. 

international communi~y development ir\ thQ l~~t four decadQ~ 

urged surprisingly quick ch~ng&s in the ~yGt~ffi of bipol~~ity 

the world and at the sa m~ timt=" made sp<>ce for 

relations. Under su~h condlLiuJ1~, undoubted!~~ the advantage 

of .i,.,lernd-liwnal subs;ystEI'rns explic.:.~tly came intt:::~ q.xistcr1cc~ 

bamed en gegyrcti-JI,.ic..3.l factor (Europ~:o MedJ.t&rrau•li'~:ill, the 

1, SOME REFLECTIONS ABOUT REGIONAL COOPERATION 

The ~rucial hypcthtiPS.l.S u r lilt:!' Centc-r for ne.ighboring 

ecuntriR£ and reQ~on~l cooparatiu11 th~l within the 



....... 

:::~~i=-.~~t, ~~li!~~ +::~ +-ne p~.;+. rtzagionS have tu be forme9. o~ .. 

the basis of a new critgrion~ and tt is, irlSte~d of ~ilitary 

~nd political m~asuras from the past, the principle of 

u~ili~~ng a natural r95ources j~intly and the necessity to 

protect it. In central per.<>./: o1 tk .. r.n.,tir.ent.l which .i.ncludgo; 

;;. p<!lr-1: oT eas'l:.ern turope, .f:9.., DAI\.JJ., t~ tt...,_ ~ j~.....,t" 

r~sourr:es. Therefor-w, ·the regional model is named as the 

D•nube - Regional - Model (DRM), instead "(:,mtr0\1", "South

East'' or ''East'' Europe. 

These inve$tig~ticns are of mul t l rl1 ~C" .i pl inetr·y charac: ter 

and can encircle li! broad r.a.nge~~of themes~ as are~ geography, 

history, c:ulturtit,. ;u:onomy, nat.:innc.l and fo,..a.igr. policy of 

one region or subregion. 

When We fellow today th<! 00lnubian regie"'• 10spec.i.ally 

aftE>r so significant and d"'ap changes wh.ieil. have taken place 

with iin unperce.i.v6>d •pe<i>d a.t the enri nf 1989 and in the 

t:curse of 1 <;190, we h.ave to be awa r"' of quitE a train of 

feac:'tcrs which d.irec:t us. tc &>d:.r·.aordinc?.r·;· pof.'l.:.... i t-,1 ·1 i ties for 

cocper~tion, in spite of hi~+orical, religiou~, cultural and 
.. deol<>g.>c:al-ec:onom>." olo~t.,~. ~o.rJ.~,ss M 'tJ... c.oll'tll~U..l'1! 
of the Danubian notion, ne~a.tive hist.Qr ..ie.al En:perience, 

diffE.'renc;es "'nd ant;agonism <>f higher &~nd le"''"' degree, the 

Danub.ian a:rea as a subregion become~ more and more .a r~al 

factor of internatJ..onal r&l.atigns wit.hln E.uropc 1 and EuropQ 

with oth~r parts eT int~rn~t~onal &yat~m. 

Our concept is b.!lsed on th.. f"'ct ~W the in1orm.,.1 

kinds of gatherings are rel at~ vel y new tendc=-nc i es cone.~,. "'.i ''Y 

interna.t.icn~ 1 re 1 ation~.. Tho9e phenomena a:ppe~l'· outo;;.ide o-t 

existing i11~ll Ll..\tion.illi~c:-d forms o"f c:coperdtion •nd b.aagd on 

fl,.xibility, ncn-fcrmal C:t-~utat:.ts of diplom.'"\t.ic. a.nd other 

fa.c:tors, .a.lw.ays d.irectmd tcw--.rds th~ 1-e;ali:.::ation of on6" er 

more distinc: tl y 

CO\olof\-\:o.,\6 

d9tarm~ned aims, b~~•'9 of interest fer m~~y 

~ , o-.~ r~on, Q.~Ad., ~d loe;.,.~ .o-{ -~.,.\~tl"e~. 
broadly $peaking, Tor a wcrld-wid~ ~re~. 

Finally, we may ~ay that tho~e r•on 1orm~l programm~e of 

c:ocperlt.tion do not represent cu1 OJ. t&fn21:Civ~ to the- ex;isting 

inGtitution.:>lized model~ of cooperation, Thl~ i~ Lu ~~Y that 

it is not a substitute. D11 tht- contr.:.r;•, b.zl<::.E'd on achi~v~d 

positive they c.:>n stimul ,"l.te institutional1zed 

of and integratio•• in one region 



,. 

. :.· ·~:. ~..,.. 

Th~ ~dv~nt~g~ of non-formal terms of 

cocperstion and political g~thQ,ings is the real desire for 

cooptpration m.arked tcw.ards; ~ clearly defined tarQet~ and 

towards r.nm ing to a dec: i si on, based OW\ ,_..;J;_ C.C"b(."'<;u.S c:\ .JJ. ~J;(\ ~v...i1 p;( i.,. 

The- term "regicn 11 i.s us;L\al1y applied ~s a synonym for -dv.\ \~ · 
geographic entity 1 meaning at the s.ame tur,,;. .3 national or 

multi-national g~ographic: where certair1 natLiral .. 

produ.<t..i~-Je., cu.l-i::.ur-al a.l"\d oth6r: lle.co•rct..as ,arQ tu bg f.c:awnrl. 

This is tc say, WE!' have .- ;QographicaJ pntlt).· possess.inQ 

determin9d wlem~nts of hnk$. ' . 
being at the same time 

rec:cgni~able ones. 

To<;ether with this c:onceptinn tt..,r·e appe.:>r,; parallelly 

tho tRrm ''regionalism'', which in its esse~~~ mp~ns political 

t•ndvncifii._ in 'fe~.vour of reagi.onal ~utonomie':. That means w~ 

have in mind an att.itude that ~ gaogi'"C:'\pt"d.C area pr:t5hPsses 

determinmd hi•tQric:.al., c:.ul tura.l anct soc..1 a..t prec.ondi tions se 

as to be considered a gfiiJogr·aphical ent; t.y ~ i .EP. region. On 

national thi~ ccncE!ption, to direct 

opposition with c~ntr•lism, i.e. social co~ftic~s which can 

be undGtrstood as pclitic:.al demand'iii of one suc:.i.:\1 or nat.inn;;:a1 

group recognized terri.t.oriall·t. M•r·kL'""'~t::tJJ emph.:..~ize~. t.h1.11+ 

reg.1cncd.L.Sm cJ.c no~ have much exper j,,..,c.e ~or po.rti<-w.!o.AL't 

migni-fi~ar,·l c;;un~~J.JtUC:ll d~v~lc:~pment up to th@ crE?i't.ion o-f 

.... .. politic .. ! organiz.;;tion ter""ritorial 

J1oti fs for r·et;illnc.l e>tpr6!;;!;.icn~ can be o-f di tfsrsn t 

nat.ure (politic-:.1, ec.co~ud.c.~ hiG·toric.:\1 1 C::L\lt.ural, eothn.J.cal., 

lingui~tic:, etc.). CJn a broader intern.:d: . .io11.,;;1l plo:\n 1 it could 

be said that regic~oli~m und~r~tands a mar~ o~ lRss form~d 

collective con~cicnc~ cf belonging to 011~ region, thi~ i~ to 

say, to a geggr ,;\ph..i.c.~ 1 !:.p.dCQ with determir.ed l.ikene-ss and 

hi~torical heritage. Ac:c.c:..,dingly, r ~y.ior1a llsm is. not by 

i ts; .. l f r-etrograde as it im v~ry ofi:.gn 

mentioned in some' of the si:.ud.1.e~ of thi!:t pher~om~non. TMeir 

ih,ilrrilto't.l:r l<r;i.m;::,r;i, lY 'ill'l<i:n'il~, .~n .. ~ i~~l' t.:.a I. or.omr;>n t when it h"s 

been created and on objective political r·~l~t1ons inside a 

national, or multinational state, i.e. broader are&\ where 

th&y ~•~ m~nlfw~t~d-



::Z •. REGIONAL COOPERATION IN THE FRAMI:. OF E.MI::.I<UlNG NEW 

INTERNATIONAL ORDER 

It. io; <" well-known fact thClt th"' Pe,·s.i "" Gcd f W"'r 

,;;hewed all comple>:ity of 

problems, whirh were, during the period of' the s;;;.c-cdlled 

"Cold W.:>.-" pushed back, 5ol11!1y by t.hto logic" of the ~;:.,;;.t

W~st relations, i -~- by e><plicitly dl.v.i~.i.On c-f thsw world in 

two military··,ml itir"l blocs an'c by ant;agOnist.ir philosophy 

of life understanrling ~nd all other aspects;; of their 

organization. 

was -d:e~~gned· 

The syst<>m o·f 

··balance 

sscurity 
OT(: ~~.;t.r•· 

under such condi t.iont;; 

pr1ncl.p1e Clnd equal 

pOSisibility fnr mutual selt-destruc.t..ior.. R~gicnC~.l probl~ms 

~mder Qi ven c:cndi ticn~ treated in the. of 

reali2in~ spheres of influ~f,c..e of on~ or the otht:r super

power, thi~ :i~ to say,. not in t.hcw inter;;ost cf t.he regions 

themselves in thP $o-called '•1n~rd World 1
', whQr~ it was only 

pc!!.sib.\g t:c make US@ oT local war• wit.h the .intention to 

strengthen thP givPn gphere of influenc~, or to r&stora it. 

As 1a~ ~~Europe is concerngd, wQ·w&r~ witn~~s&~ to a very 

cl~ar divi~ion betwe~n the East and th~ West, which means, 

thA impossibility for opening new spd~~~ 

movt!mehts and gatheriny~ On regional and 

levels. 

ren positive 

sub -regiona 1 

It is obvious that the Y"''"""- of 1999 and 199() b.-ol.lght 

~ub~t..antially n~w ct:tndilicns on our Cont.ine~""•t, but at the 

s.ai:fte time e~traordina~ry eouphor i.t. high spir·i ts 21 f'"tel'l -\.~ fG\ll 

of th .. Bw•·lin Wall. Tnese E>Y<:'nt:o ,;;-~wed.. w.ithout <!lmbl.gu.i.ty 

that en@ page of the new~a European histori h~d ended, and 

that the countr iE:!'=> gf the tor,Tier Eo?ost ELlf'UiJt..' t·.e:uJ started 

tow.ardliii political democracy and -i.r an'= formation of their 

nation.al eccnomic:J, based en the pr-inciple~ of maf"k.e{ 

mconomy .. Thi~ very Jcn;:. t c:auiied funda.ment..ed chung.a.G. .in the 

raol aticns .among Wesi: and the former socia l.iS.t C.O\.ud;r ies a.s 

th,.r~ did not e><l&~ ilny longer milit;,r·;·-$trntes.ic motifs .,nd 

impu},..,,. "from the previous period. llowev,.,·, it should. b., 

imtnedi~tely r.u~;rtt.ic:>ned that the challenye of t.he CO\.Intr~es of 

t.,.,e so-c:alled South-East Eurupe was really v~r i complex and 

"'""d.ea -lhc::.'~ ~p..ho,..l.c: c.l.rcumc~Q.,.,Cct,; ;_ns'-•f/lc..~en~1y st1..1d.1.ed 

and analyzgd, •o that .almQst pdralle-lly with tne Persian 

4 
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Gulf crises all the complt?xity and danger of the 

radica.lization n"f regional pr·ob1Qm• in Eurof-J'= w~c s;hown, 

where the bursting out n-f c,l ashes. of r~g.i on~ 1 character 

would have unforeseen.::.blP consequenL:.e~ on the new European 

structure, and, generally ""'"'"king upon p<>ace in the world. 

Relativ<>ly successful 1mding of war oper.:>tion in the 

Gulf and actions in these, circumE.t--.nces und&r··t:.aken on 

ints.rnational plan, anncunrP.d the cor• t.our~ of new 

btructure o'f international r"liiiillations~ wh.ic.:.:h still did not. 

g~t, in Qeneral, tgrm.inolngica.lly accept~d dei.:u.,ltion~ In 

thi~;; case, "'e "'ould say th-r.t :i.t is ver·y import;;ont to 

emphasize the endeavour of Mr.Lawrenc~ S. E~gleburger, 

former Ambae;<O.Adnr of the USA to Yugos;lavia, and at the 

present t:ounsell or of st~te Departmen1:' tn na\mE this whole 

tr·.ansi tory ph.,. se the er .a o-f "post~-culd war·", whii<'reby 

specially sign.ifi~Ant position to Centrc:\1 and 

Eil:stern E~•r·ope when havin<J in mind the for-eign policy of 

Europ"an Commcmj ty and the USA. 

This new era in interneltional rel.a.t..iun'?.. .iw basically 

characteri:o:ed by transitory pr<lcess- of economic 

transformation en world level (from cerd:reJ.ictAd planned 

economy to free me~rket "conomy), wt•ic:h, lnevitab1y le.3dS to 

establishing democr·a,;.y of W&:stt?rn type in the world. Also it 

is; ncticeabl e that, aft"r the w"r in the Gu (f the, !>y<.tem of 

international relations has ~u.b~t.antial1y changed a.s. ,.·eg~r d~ 

mOrlil f lLlidi ty and c::ommunication,;; amo••9 .i. 1:.!> mo"' l signi f leant 

factors. 

lhe best ilh";trat>.on and c:h.<d1enge Gl$ 't<:>r thi<:: compl"'" 

proc:ilws iG seen when Yugoslavia i!:. r·~gcu·decl> Yugoslavia, a 

country which S\..u•·meunt~ it.~ C::f"isis after- the Second World 

War. It .ie a notorious "fact tlld.t Vugos]a·vie is ont! of 'the 

b.,,.ic factors th.;.t the P'""c"' and security in this regipn 

relies upun, thanks atmost I y to it"' ""ceptl0n4 l geographic 

Btr-ategic location ( Cen lr al Europe, Medi te1 ... ranean ~ the 

Balkans, DaJlubldn~rwgicn, et~.). It is just out of this l~'~ 

that th"' Ini.,.r·national Community is; ver1 mLic:h .intec.,sted and 

~ctiva in trying to step the ~urr~nt armed clashes in 

Yugoe.le.v1"". However, it .i= 5igni f ~car.t t.o point out the 

&pec:i'fic:.at.ion as r~gards; -t.hl=f Cumplexit.y of Yugosla.v ethnic 

m"p and problems e11JerlilinQ out. Nam.,ly, as th£> socio\o~ is.t 



from B.Puhovski says, operated to 

internation~l cla~h~~ hlAzed up duri~y lh€ s~cond World w~r 

as being .an t;tnormous refrigerator wh~ri? they ~re kept 

till th~n freezed. And nnw, being re-freya~d. thsy continue 

to express themselveo;. Being in difTiC"Lil t 9Conomic 

situati~n, somehow simil~r to other ex-so~jali~t countries, 

in Yugoslavia also thP nPw leaders offQrQd nat~Ot\al concept~ 

of state and national pP"'og,-ammes of mobili'2.~tion. All 

parties being winners ~+ elect1on, and the major>ty of 

opposition parties in all th• Yugosla~ r·epub)ics took that 

p.-th. Some wish for ''n~tional cleon·• lilnd ~~~ndboj-Jl:tfldont 11 st~t.e 

(as if it would be at al 1 po"""ible w~u, cor.), and the other" 

would want the whole popul,.bi.on to live in one state' 

(although it is in this Are" of ours" rao·., pr·iv.ilege). Some 

are, r~membering the w.:yc; of ••clet9.ning". during the !;econd 

World War (it is only nnw that th~ c~viti~s of thou~and~ of 

Serbian origin victims sxwcut.G!'d by the marionette 

Independent Sit-lOt ... of Cro•ti", during the Secor.d World War), 

deter-mined to struQQle for their autonom')'',. hcpl,,g to have it 

done tc pr~ven t euch 11 c 1 ea::.'(\r'\ess 11 in the ;fukuttta. Others 

und~rmtand it like loo~ening of territoA~, as the territory 

is still c:ohsidered J.n pr.n>:i~, -to be thE c..rucial fa:~.~,;.tor et 

state powwr. l<"'eping the i!!ld <.:oncept"' of nat.iOI\aJ states, 

nat.i onal p~rtillits, ndtiuniiil progrC\mmee and nationalls.m, as 

mobilizing factors, ethnic~! clashe~ in Yugoslavia, and 

sp~ak1ng broader i:hwse of South-EA~ t EuropE:, in t hP 'Aa 1 Hanc, 

in tho;. Danubj an region, b .. come ""nd st"i irrecor.c i 1 ab 1 e .. 

There'forP, it ind.i!5pensa.blc tu opp05E to 

prinC1J:"lP.~, whic.h gcviPrn~d in whole of E.L1r ope in pt·~vluus 

cantur.iP."'S- new JJr.inciples whict"J a.lreg,d·y rLt~e, for in~"tdn(:e, 

BB those in s~~ndin~v~a. loday, we ar~ even mar~ ~onvinc~d 

than at the tJ.me when ..,,. .init1ated the Conference "J.)anube -

th~ River of Cooperatior.", that tht; >Okeletol) o1 the new 

concea-pt for &xiiitenee in thi~ drea i~: 1 .. egioncd C.CIOp~ration. 

The Rsnais!!.ancE" of DRM, as a pcsi tive process in the 

§o-c;klled "New EuropeC:Jn Arc:hitecturQ"', which c:omprises also 

.,11 thnse new '""P"cts of 1'orno<d and intormal ("'ller·native) 

cooperatic:;~n aunong countt·ies o"f tna.t re:9.ioll J meeting at the 

pr&§.&nt. mOmton l dac isive ph~!<i>e ot i. t~ ~vo.l u..U.011, ( ac ing the 

hi,.torical r,.o;ponsjbility of all peoplt::S living in this 

···----------------- ----------. 
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r<>gion. It should be done so ; n order not to repeat th., 

mistakes from the pa$t, especid.lly thosf:- phcnomor,~ as are

historicism, nation~] egoism d.nd t~rritG~iffl] pretensions do 

not diSconnect the positive tend9n~igs Origin~t~d ~ith the 

<>nding of the cold war. 

3. EXPERIF.Nr.ES OF REGIONAL COOPERATION IN SOUTH CAST EUROPE 

Just in this part of Europe, thank~ tu ntii'w T.!l.vorable 

quite a. few of new ·forms of r-egionu.l and conditions, 

subregional cooperation . apP~ared (Al pe···Ad1· ia, Adriatic 

project, regional 11 Pent..;lgon.al 11 
• now 

Balkan cooperation, etc.), '-'!S " proo~ th;ot two parall<>l 

processes occ:ur: one on the cont.in&nt.d 1 1 eve I Con·ferenc:;u 

on Security and r:ooperatio,., in Europ., CSCE. ) , and the 

~<>cond on regional ;ond inter-~egion;ol level, with the aim to 

cp<>n space for new forms of ~oop~ration and political 

gatherings among countries b.,Jonging to diffluen-t. military -

political blocks in the past. 

agaain that the Danubian region p.awiiO?d, stO<r ting after the 

Second World War, through different phii•H>G aMd terms of 

mainly condi l.ioned and limiteLJ by the 

poli~ical, milita~y 1 economic, and oth~r bdrr~ers, so much 

cn.,racteriZL!tl ·f<or Europe in thE!' "Culd WC\r" er<.'l and bloc:l: 

division. 

H~vlng in mind ~xperi~nces~ A$ well as current ~hanges 

in East- dllcl Middl.,··· Europe, and .by all th~s the 

contempor~ry mcvl!m~ht:s .in the devh>lu"'meltt. of interrt~tional 

rel~tion~ in the ~orld, lhe idea c1 the Oa"~be a~ a river of 

coop~r~t .ion 1 reaourc:::E' a 'fuc.us of 

oatherings in Europe, secmz today realistic~11y possible 

to b.. achieved in s;.pi te of actual r-et.-ograde si tu<Ltlon. 

This i!!. precisely the reason why the CentJ:r for Neighbor~ng 
o...L ~~"<>4 c.~"'' 

Countries has started la~~ ye~r, parall4l ~ith the re~~r~h 

n'f real posiioib.i litims 'for the .:\dv,:),nce"'€""t of coopl!,.~tion in 

the Dpnl.lb~,;m region, with ra.,.earches wh~c.h ~•ould present a. 

thecr•ti~~J basi~ of thi~ ~dea of ours. 

The v.:1lue of t.he Danube as Lt. v..i. L~.l water· r-esource 

., .. ,.,,.,., t i a 1 to lives and lheir 
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activities, coupled with its capdc.ity of world c:ommt~nication 

line, has always e.ancouragec1 var1.ous wish~:::-~ for using and 

making possession of this watCl!r·wMy Qnd its. shore~ ~ great 

attraction. In the past .s11ch .;u;pir.-.tic.lr,G.., depeor,d..ir-.g on the 

t.imes mnd their attr~butes' wer~ t.he cause of m~l i t~ry 

conquest and politir.~l domination or ether factors relevant 

for int~rnational concord and coopQr~tian. The economic; 

interests for ccop~ration in the D-.nubidr• reg.ior1 emerge out 

of the fact that the Danobe rive• r.,pre<>el'lt$ a fJ...-st-rat"' 

natural resource for mBny economic ~C.tiv:it.l.e!i. It equally 

r~presents a natural wat~~-wAy, d sourc.~ ot potentj~l hydro

energy, irrigation and melior~~iUrl sy~tem~, a rich r~Aervoir 

of fishes and the source of tourist <>eonomy and concurrent 

activities. It emerged 

complete explojtAt\on of 

be prop~rly organized 

however1 thMt the rational and 

thi~ n~tur~l wealth - ~f it was to 

would t:er-t.ainly require 

comprehensive international cooper ea t...ion, BE~etr iftg in mi.nd 

thCLt di ffe-rtz!ht countr-iP.s m.3y w~ll ha.vlil di f fl:::!rent economi~ 

interests, it 

exploitation of 

is increasingly real.:a..;:ed today tl'>at th"' 

the D.;anuh<> must be c:onsidc:;>rgd within a 

broadgr ~unte~t, giving due account to all teas>ble form~. 

It i• in t.he inter-est o'f all the Danub.J..ar1 C"O\..lntries, w:ishi••Y 

to m~ke ccmpreher1s.ive \.\Se at tt,is river J to adju!:>L their 

policies in this rfi!'sp!!ct. a.nd conclude r·elt="Vc:ild agr-eements .. 

w .. have to und.,rlinO> again, Ll>cll. due to its strategic 

importance t.his Danubi.-n rey.iu11 h.::t.s alwa-:,·!:. been the scene of 

notable historic~! ~vents. All the~~ have left thelr Wdrk~ 

en ths region. In thi~ pa~t of Europe ~~'~'~ dr·e net only 

m,any links but .!llso a mutu.::~l mergi•H~ i:lnd mingling, mere so 

t.han elsewherco on this ·cgntinent:o ~t J.s the meeting-polnl uf 

many dif'fe,...ant n-.tion~, c::ul tu re~, rC'll.y.iu• ''='~, economics end 

ev.,n political 

ln the 

optl.ons. 

past wer·e .. ttempt:o to establ i"sh 

multililt .. ral t:oo~eration along the IJ•mube in keepiny w.i.Llo 

the intern~ti~·~l r&l~tion$ of the tim~L •• far back as the 
'' 

19th iind the early 20th <::entury. Mo"'t o-t them wer·t: r.,~.~.,u .. tJ 
Dn the pr-.1.nc:iple of regiwn.alism and federali=m~ However, all 

the!!~ p 1 ans f .ai 1 ed. The redsons were mL' 1 t. i p 1 P..,. th~ most 

importAnt being: disagreement amon9 the variou~ partners 

r&gilrding internal and operat~·.lt:r methods in 
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cooperation; some eT T.hf? partner~ w&tr'it not wl",oll y honest in 

cooperation harbor.ino o:;ecret r·es&trvilt.l.OII!::. o-f thc~r· own; the 

strength of ccntempor~ry in tagr01 1 ndtinnalism was 

underestimated, and often it was fer stYPnger th~n any 

dssire for broader supran.::..t_ional caoperC4t.l.olq priority was 

always ~i ven to individual n~tional gr rcgit.:..n~ 1 intl!lrests, 

an int~ntion easily dlscerned by the potent~~l partner~; the 

plans especially during the 19th cenhll-i often la<;l;ed 

soci£ttal elements f et:onomic and of a. wel T>:~rr.: na·h .. 1re 1 none of 

the c:ontemp.l ated plane; met with the apprO'I;:,l cf the 

population and therefore lacked ar•y firm swppr.>rt; most often ,, 
the sponsors of coop!Prd>t.ion hantJ littl& o..- nc. "'wthority, 

belonging to p~ripheral groups or bein<:::~ poi J.t.l.ct:d emigre!5.; 

the Qreat powers were 'SII~piciou=:. of any new patterns 

emerging in this region. 

This reQion has once ag,.in become ·the sit<? of a 

turning-point in European history and int.ernatior,~l 

r&lations. as well, as human soci.,.,t.y ih gener·.:ll ~ Although 

~nccuraging peoplP in these p~rts, it is at the same time 

arousing some concern. For, hand in hand with ~merging 

d~moc:ra~y and r-~t:\onal ec..L.Jncmy, tnere are al~w QCC:I..trrences 

&uch a~ . tc remind one cf Fascist at:roci t..il='~ and the horrors 

of w.ar. Giving dua account to l)ll:;'i, var·ious nation.:.l 

ditot.inction~o thwy can only hop"' t<> asse1··t theml<P.lves giv"'" 

coordin~tion throughout this region. 

Another is that nat.iU110l.ist tl!!ndencies in 

economic: !if~ alway!S c:cme to tht::o fore when· political lt"c:tcl~r·s 

proved undble to ensure nor·mal social t.1t:~velcpment. It 

fraoqu&ntly happened, t.ha'i:. political volunl.:tr .i.11t:.-'=>~ meddled in 

the IPCCnl'ltny, hardly ~v&r respt:!cting the !._~...,= o'f developme11t, 

and pur-suing !!tubbornly th"' princ.iple of natiuncal 

~xclusivity .. However, the objective law~ wr econom)o' ·bei.ng 

inevitable ~ri•&s always erupteu. 

4- FINAL REMAR~:S 

If anything has been 1 e;orn"d from the l>c"' L hel p~ng to 

avoid thm snare':". of .an extrem~ ne.i:.ional.i::.111:- Lhen the current 

chang&niii will l~nd a powerful incentive tu Lhe nevJ "tLirl<:tional 

--~------------ ---
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as;sociation Of peoples in this not on bloc 

foundations~ but en the basis of ~conomit, e~ologic~l and 

cultural cooperation. These new forms of gC~ther ingz wi 11 

mak~ it possible to lft-"k"' the best po10od b1e use of common 

natural resourc:~s, such as is thtr? ca~e with the DanL1be 

river~ 

We have to be aware of rpd te a ty·.:..in of f-="C:tgr~ whic:h 

direct us to extraordinary po~sibilities for coope•ation, in 

spite of historical, religJ.r.U.t9.. cultLira] and economic 

obstacl~$. Reg~~~less of th~ complexity, neg~live historical 

exp~rience, differenc:es and i'.ntOilogonisn, of higt-,6-r and lower 

degn>e, the DRM becornQs more and more a rc.:\1 -factor of 

international relationS within E:Lirope, and Eur·c...,.t:o with other 

parts of inter11ational •ystem. Th~ intenslfication of the 

cooperation ihs.i de the DF<M~ covering di -f-fcr[;:of• L areas would 

promote closer 1 ink!; ._mong the Eurcp&arH::.. on nation.::.. 1 and 

regional levels. The DRM might b~com~ a reliable tie 

yielding to obvir.:u.1s, advantages, econonli~.. bencf its and to th~ 

t:.trc:>ngthal'ling 

relations. 

of hum at'\ v•lues. .1. .. ·.&.,.Lt::"rlJo:tL.1ona1 

Finally we could stress that whPn once a sub•yctc.m i.s 

re&tcred in practi~e, it is n@cessary to l~~J1l .. i fy all those 

inner . intc.rac tion~ which mani ·f .. st .. d th!!ir corresi.Ju••U.inCiJ 
r&>gularity (history-cultural .l.nheritanct=, Lhe level of 
intl!ract.ion among the countries of thdl r·egion and the 

p.e.r-t.1r.ipati0n Uf t.hOii& COUntr"ies in inlt:H lls:t!..i.onet} SyStem) in 

ord~r to make possible to .identify il. 

--
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